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Chapter 1

Introduction

Many economic, social and political settings involve a situation of conflict. The

conflict theory, suggested by Karl Marx, argues that individuals (or groups) within

society interact on the basis of conflict, rather than consensus, because of competition

for scarce resources. This theory mainly focuses on the competition between groups

within society over limited resources resulting in a social order that is maintained

by domination and power, rather than consensus and conformity. Through strategic

alliances, some groups tend to attain differing amounts of material and non-material

resources to create a power differential among competing groups. Thus, more powerful

groups will tend to exploit groups with less power creating inequality in society.

Although such division of a society is commonly observed, there still are instances

where the society is in a state of universal peace: all individuals cooperate with each

other to live harmoniously. Thus, the question is what situations leads to the state

of alliance formation? Moreover, can we explain what kind of power structures arise

in the society? Though cultural factors might partly explain such questions, I seek

an explanation through the rational choice theory.
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Section 1.0 Chapter 1

I study this setting through a game-theoretic approach using two distinct strands

of literature: contest theory and the theory of coalition formation. A contest is a

game where contestants exert costly and irretrievable effort in order to obtain one

or more prizes with some probability. Such contests are observed in several real-life

situations. Examples include political parties contesting in elections, armies fighting

to win wars, students competing for scholarships, RD contests, sports competitions,

television quizzes, public procurements, and numerous scenarios map into the defi-

nition of a contest. This literature on contest theory was pioneered by the seminal

contributions of Tullock (1967,1980) and Krueger (1974) who studied a particular

case of contest - rent-seeking, and of Becker (1983) who studied lobbying. In this

thesis, I particularly focus on contests that naturally occur in order to solve a dispute

or a conflict - political campaign, court trial, war, lobby1.

The non-cooperative theory of coalition formation studies the setting where one

or more groups of agents (“coalitions”) deliberately get together to jointly determine

their actions. Further, the non-cooperative element arises because individuals form

coalitions, while predicting the responses by others to their actions. That is, the

defining idea of a coalition is of a group that can enforce agreements among its

members, while it interacts noncooperatively with other non-member individuals.

The importance of coalition formation in evident in several examples of economic,

political, and social analysis such as: cartel formation, lobbies, customs unions, con-

flict, public goods provision, political party formation, and so on2. Two fundamental

separate notions are involved in this theory. The first is the formation of groups or

the “process” through which a coalition comes together to coordinate its subsequent
1The other type of contests are those in which a contest designer designs rules in order to achieve

a predefined objective.
2At this point, the reader can see these examples closely related with applications for contests.
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Section 1.0 Chapter 1

actions. The second is the enforcement of group actions, for example, an equilibrium

of an appropriate game. In this thesis, I presume that the problem of enforcement is

solved, once coalitions have chosen to form and have settled on the joint actions they

intend to take. However, this does not imply that such coalitional agreements are fric-

tionless because the negotiations that result in these agreements are non-cooperative

in nature. That is, because a coalition—once formed—is cooperative, does not mean

that the creation of that coalition took place in fully cooperative fashion. As such

consideration of coalition formation generate enough analytical demands, I exclude

the additional question of implementing an agreement in this thesis.

I illustrate with an example for the coalition formation process in a contest setting.

Consider a democratic political landscape that includes multiple political parties,

some of whom contemplate forming a coalition. Once formed, the coalition aggregates

the votes from all its constitutent parties and splits the political powers if elected

into power. A standard question is whether such a coalition be sustained as an

“equilibrium". If a party deviates from the coalitional arrangement by taking some

other action, there will be punitive responses. One asks that all such play (the initial

action path as well as subsequent punishments) be sustainable as an equilibrium of

noncooperative play. This problem of enforcement that is ignored by assuming that

an agreement, once made, can be implemented.

In contrast, I emphasize the question of formation. Say that the terms of the

coalition are being negotiated. A party might make proposals to the others about who

to include, and possible power sharing if elected. Other parties might contemplate

alternative courses of action, such as the possibility of standing alone. In that case,

they would have to predict what their rivals would do. This sort of reasoning in

the negotiations process is as noncooperative as the enforcement problem, but it is a

3
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different problem. It can exist even if we assume that an agreement, once made, can

be enforced without cost. This is the problem addressed in my second chapter.

The second chapter in my thesis, works at the intersection of these two literatures

(contests and coalition formation), to address questions such as when does conflict

occur? If a conflict occurs, how many groups form and what their relative sizes are? In

order for a conflict to occur, a sub-group of individuals cooperate among themselves,

to gain control over sparse resources such as land, wealth or positions of political

influence. The formation of competing groups leads to a situation of conflict, with

one emerging as the winner. Note, that the term ‘conflict’ also includes situations of

passive conflict, where the society is unequally distributed, where the weaker groups

accept this distribution due to their relative power in society.

The arguments for the benefit of collective action began with Olson (1989) arguing

that the free-rider problem makes smaller groups more effective. Further, Esteban and

Ray (2001) derive the conditions for the effectiveness of groups to increase with size.

Hence, the incentive for individuals to cooperate extends to situations of conflict where

individuals compete to secure a private good. In the context of a contest, Skaperdas

(1998) and Tan and Wang (2010) use a three-player model to show that two players

form an alliance against the third if their chance of winning displays an increasing-

returns property with collective action. In other words, coalitions must generate

synergy: the benefit of forming a coalition is greater than the aggregate of acting

individually. However, to what extent do rivals cooperate in such situations, and how

they organise themselves in groups is insufficiently researched3 . Esteban and Sakovicz

(2003) consider a three-player model where two-players may form an alliance against
3See Bloch (2012) for a detailed survey on this topic. Further, Skaperdas (1998), Garfinkel

(2004), Esteban and Sakovicz (2003), Garfinkel (2004), and Changxia, Konrad and Morath (2013)
specifically deal with the problem of endogenous coalition formation in a model of contests.
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the third. However, if the alliance wins, it is subjected to further conflict between

the two players. The incentive to form an alliance does not exist because players

do not accrue any additional benefit from cooperation. However, Bloch, Sanchez-

Pages and Soubeyran (2006) and Sanchez-Pages (2007) show that full cooperation

by players is often the outcome when the incentive to form groups exists. Note that

full cooperation implies no conflict; a state of universal peace. These conclusions

seem polarised in nature: at one end of the spectrum is no cooperation, while at

the other is universal peace. However, most social settings display the formation of

multiple competing groups in situations of conflict. This observation is at odds with

the conclusions from literature.

I show that in a group contest, where forming coalitions generates synergy, the

coalition structure at equilibrium coincides with the observation above. This analysis

is conducted in a non-cooperative model of coalition formation set within a contest

framework4. Players in this model, identical in nature, compete for a prize by forming

coalitions. The chance that a coalition wins the prize depends not just on its own size,

but also on the sizes of other coalitions in the contest. I assume that cooperation by

members of a coalition generates synergy5. Hence, the chance that a coalition wins

increases with its size. This increase reduces the chance that other coalitions win,

as the probabilities across coalitions sum to unity. If a coalition wins, the prize is

equally shared among its members. Thus, players face a trade-off: forming coalitions

improve their chances of winning the prize, but it also decreases their individual share

(if victorious). The players form coalitions to optimize this trade-off by accounting for

the actions of players outside their coalition. Allowing coalitions to form sequentially,
4The model is constructed on the lines of Hart and Kurz (1983) and Ray and Vohra (1999)
5Note that the synergy assumption can be interpreted either through an increase in benefit or a

reduction in cost. Therefore, I do not explicitly model costs here.
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I study how certain axioms on the winning probabilities characterise particular types

of coalition structures.

As discussed earlier, the application of this theory includes many social, political

and economic settings. I choose a specific application in the context of markets, where

firms collude through a merger to benefit by reducing potential, as well as current

competition. However, we particularly focus on potential competition where firms

engage in an innovation tournament. Successful innovations imply that firms become

technology leaders in the future markets to earn higher profit margins. This example

is a problem of coalitions and contests, and hence, draws on the understandings

developed in chapter 2. Innovation tournaments are equivalent to contests because

firms exert costly effort by investing in research laboratories. However, only that firm

who invents the best (or first) product receives a patent. Next, a merger involves a

collaboration at the R&D stage that may increases the chance of winning the race, but

at the same time, lowers profits in case of victory. This problem is identical to that

of coalition formation in contest discussed in chapter 2. Thus, the focus of my thesis

moves towards competition policy, anti-trust economics and industrial organisation.

The third chapter studies the effect of mergers on innovation activities. In economic

terms, innovation describes the development and application of ideas and technologies

that improve goods and services or make their production more efficient. Innovation

is an essential driver of economic progress that benefits consumers, businesses and

the economy as a whole. A classic example of innovation is the development of steam

engine technology in the 18th century. Steam engines could be put to use in factories,

enabling mass production, at the same time they revolutionised transport with the

railways. More recently, information technology has transformed the way companies

produce and sell their goods and services, while opening up new markets and new

6
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business models.

The role of economic policy in preserving innovation has taken prominence in

recent years, especially antitrust policies. This is evident by the number of mergers

that have been challenged by competition authorities. In the recent decade between

2004-2014, the US Antitrust Agencies invoked innovation based concerns in about

a third of the mergers they challenged. Likewise, the European Commission have

strongly opposed mergers in the recent Dow/DuPont, GSK/Novartis Oncology and

General Electric/Alstom cases. Economic policy should thus be designed to protect

and even encourage it. In particular, competition policy should prevent mergers that

lessen innovation and permit those with a positive impact on investment.

A large literature in economics initiated by Schumpeter (1943) and Arrow (1962)

studies the relation between competition and innovation. The Schumpeterian view

argues that monopolies favor innovation, while the opposite view, often associated

with Kenneth Arrow, argues that competition favors innovation. This tension between

opposing views has spurred an extensive theoretical, as well as empirical literature

in economics. However, this literature fails to account for the specificities involved

in mergers because this form of collusion enables the partner firms to coordinate

their strategic decisions. Hence, a merger treated as a reduction in the number of

competitors in the market, or of the degree of product differentiation. Therefore,

conclusions from the literature on competition and innovation cannot be extended to

mergers, and necessitates a separate analysis.

The recent literature on mergers and innovation focuses on how a merger impacts

RD investment of merging and non-merging firms. The effect of a merger on total

investments mainly depends on two opposing effects : the internalisation effect and

market power effect. The former effect internalises the negative innovation external-

7
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ity that two merging firms would exert on each other before merging. This tends

to decrease investments. The latter effect results in higher profit margins to the

merged firm, increasing their incentive to invest. The total investment increases or

decreases depending on which effect dominates. Most of this literature focuses on

the total amount spent on R&D, regardless of its composition. However, the head-

ing of ‘R&D expenditures’ comprises a variety of quite heterogeneous components:

basic research, applied research, and development; process innovations and product

innovations; improvements to existing products and discovery of new products; short-

term and long-term projects. That is, firms engage themselves into multiple research

projects with different chances of success and distinct returns to the innovators and

society. Typical examples include pharmaceutical firms, which engage in research

to develop innovative medicines in distinct therapeutic areas such as ophthalmology,

immunology, dermatology, oncology, etc. As the drugs they produce differ in profits

and social value, the question that arises is how does merger activity shape firms’

incentives to pursue the socially optimal composition of R&D portfolios.

My third chapter contributes to this debate of effects of merger on innovation by

studying how a merger affects the composition of investment in innovation activities.

This chapter considers a static model of an innovation contest using contest success

functions. In this model, the merging firm tends to decrease total investments6. As

investment profiles could improve consumer welfare, the underlying question is does

this increase offset the reduction in consumer welfare due to a decreases in total in-

vestments. I model this setting by considering a setting where firms simultaneously

invest in two types of innovations: A and B -innovations. Firms compete with each
6The other possibility where a merger increases total investments will have to be considered in a

dynamic model. At present I do not introduce this aspect and leave it for future research.

8
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other within each innovation type such that either there is a sole innovator or no

firm innovates. The objective of the firms is to distribute their investments across

the two innovations to maximise their expected market value, while minimising their

total cost. I derive conditions under which mergers change the industry’s investment

portfolio - allocation of investment among the two labs – to increase consumer wel-

fare, despite a net fall in total investments. The key take-away of this analysis is

that anti-trust authorities must not focus only on total investments, but also on the

composition of investments in innovation activities. Hence, mergers must be dealt on

a case-by-case basis.

The fourth chapter studies another application of contest theory to the problem of

conflict resolution over scarce water in a transboundary river. The problem of river

water sharing is of considerable practical importance: 148 rivers in the world flow

through two countries, 30 through three, 9 through four, and 13 through five or more

(Barrett (1994)). Ambec and Sprumont (2002) were the first to apply cooperative

games to this problem and provided cooperative solutions to river water sharing.

Ambec and Ehlers (2008) provide solutions in the case when agents are satiable and

there are externalities of cooperation. Ansink and Weikard (2012) provide sequential

solutions to the problem using a bankruptcy rule. Ambec et. al. (2013) look at the

effect of reduced flows on the credible agreements. They show that agreements are

not affected due to water flow. However, in this chapter flows affect the agreements

and military decisions. Ni and Wang (2007) and Dong et. al. (2012) deal with a

different problem of allocating responsibility for polluting a river.

Using contest success functions, I develop a two stage decision model, where in

stage 1 the countries invest effort into building some military, and in stage 2 they

9
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either bargain over the (surplus of) river water or engage in warfare. After investing

in military effort in the first stage, countries interact with their direct (upstream and

downstream) neighbours on the river in the second stage. Each pair of neighbours

(link) can negotiate about sharing the river water, or engage in warfare. So, the

outcome is either an agreed water sharing or war. In case of war, the outcome (forced

water sharing) is determined by a contest success function where the probabilities

depend on the military investments done in stage 1. This ‘threat’ from stage 1

sets the range for water sharing agreements in the negotiations over water in stage

2. An equilibrium consists of investments in stage 1 and a water sharing (obtained

either through a negotiated agreement or warfare) in stage 2. An equilibrium where

the water sharing is obtained through a negotiated agreement is called a peaceful

agreement.

My first result shows that for every profile of military investments in stage 1, there

always exists a range of water sharing that can be obtained by peaceful agreement.

So, whatever are the military investments, a peaceful agreement is always possible. I

also show that the water sharing agreements that result in equilibrium in stage 2 (by

agreement or by warfare) depend on the investments in military in stage 1.

This is an important result since it implies that, although the military capacities

of countries might be a threat and make it more difficult to get to an agreement

and avoid warfare, it is always possible to have a peaceful agreement. This result is

important since scarcity of (clean and usable) river water is a growing problem and

one of the reasons for warfare, which will only become a bigger threat in the future

when clean water becomes more scarce. Especially when earlier investments made in

military power increase the probability of a war.

An important feature of this chapter is that I only describe a two stage deci-

10
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sion problem rather than an optimization problem. The reason is that often these

decisions are not based on optimizing behavior, but simply from a need to protect

oneself. Alternative theories, for example deterence theory, can explain such military

investments.

Since there is no binding international law governing the allocation of water in

international rivers, International Water Law defines several principles to prevent

or resolve disputes on water allocation within an international water basin, see also

Kilgour and Dinar (1995). These principles, in combination with the 1966 Helsinki

Document, are guidelines that are available in determining a fair distribution of the

welfare resulting from the water allocation among the agents. According to the 1966

Helsinki Document two considerations that are to be included when distributing the

welfare from allocating the water are ‘efficiency of the water use’and ‘Pareto optimal-

ity’. This implies that an agreement should involve all countries along the river. But

since these principles are not binding, should take into account that countries who

do not join the agreement and threaten with warfare.

Besides showing the existence of a peaceful agreement, I show that also in the

above cases, a peaceful agreement is possible. I achieve this by providing an extensive

form game that has a unique Subgame Pefect Equlibrium (SPE) that implements a

possible peaceful agreement. I show that the bargaining mechanism implemented in

the extensive form game models the well-established principle of Absolute Territorial

Sovereignty (ATS), or Harmon doctrine.

In conclusion, my thesis studies three applications of contest theory. It begins by

studying the problem of coalition formation in the context of contests. An application

of this theory to markets is the problem of mergers and innovation. Lastly, I apply

contest theory to study how nations can agree peacefully over potential conflicts that

11
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may arise while sharing a river.
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Chapter 2

Forming Coalitions with Binding

Agreements in Contests

Most economic, social and political activities involve forming competing groups (car-

tels, political parties or institutions) to further individual interests. The formation of

such groups is a consequence of the net benefit of collective action, that incentivises

individuals to cooperate out of self-interest. This chapter studies one such setting,

where rivals tend to form groups in self-interest to achieve a common goal of securing

a scarce resource. More specifically, we study situations where rivals may negotiate

during the process of forming groups, but once formed, they are contractually binding.

For example, political parties may form coalitions in order to increase their chances

of getting elected into power. However, once a coalition gets elected, the governance

structure does not permit a sub-group thereof to deviate and form a government of

its own.

We model this situation as a group contest, where two or more groups compete to

win a prize. Using game theoretic techniques from the literature on non-cooperative

13
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coalition formation - assuming players have the incentive to form groups - we aim

to answer questions such as: How many groups would form? Are some groups more

powerful than others? Does everyone within a group cooperate with one another?

To address these questions, we must first specify a coalition formation mechanism:

a set of rules or a procedure through which players carry out negotiations to form

coalitions. The two main mechanisms used in this literature are the binding con-

tracts approach and the continuing conflict approach1. In the former approach, the

members of a coalition can write binding contracts, hence the coalition that wins the

contest is not subjected to further deviation2. In the latter approach, coalitions are

temporarily formed and the winning coalition may be subjected to deviations3. This

may result in a new contest or continuing conflict. This chapter follows the former

approach where players sequentially form coalitions based on the non-cooperative ap-

proach by Bloch (1996) and Ray and Vohra (1997). In this approach, players may

engage in a negotiation process before a coalition is formed, but once agreed upon,

the coalitions are contractually binding. The main contribution of this chapter is

deriving sharper results, compared to Bloch (1996) and Ray and Vohra (1997), under

additional assumptions relevant to contests.
1We refer to the literature that specifically deals with the problem of endogenous coalition for-

mation in a model of contests. The following are some significant works - Skaperdas (1998), Tan and
Wang (1997), Esteban and Sakovics (2003), Garfinkel (2004), Bloch, Sanchez-Pages and Soubeyran
(2006) Sanchez-Pages (2007) and Changxia, Konrad and Morath (2011) See Bloch (2012) for a de-
tailed survey on this topic. Earlier works by Baik and Shogren (1995), Baik and Lee (1997) and
Baik and Lee (2001) assumed groups (or alliances) to be exogenously formed, and did not address
the problem of group formation in contests.

2See, for example, Skaperdas (1998), Bloch, Sanchez-Pages and Soubeyran (2006), Garfinkel
(2004), Sanchez-Pages (2007) and Changxia, Konrad and Morath (2011).

3See Esteban and Sakovics (2003), who consider a three-player model where two-players may form
an alliance against the third. If the alliance wins, then it is subjected to further conflict between the
two players. In a similar model of continuing conflict Tan and Wang (2010) analyse the situation of
heterogeneous players.

14
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Also, this chapter addresses an important gap in this literature: under what

conditions do three or more coalitions form at equilibrium? The study of the binding

contracts approach in the literature has resulted in the conclusion that when an

incentive to form coalitions exists, the coalition structure formed at equilibrium may

consist of a maximum of two coalitions: a majority and a minority group. We observe

such an outcome in Skaperdas (1998) and Tan and Wang (1997) who analyse a three-

player model to show that two players form an alliance against the third if their chance

of winning displays an increasing-returns property. Tan and Wang (2010) build on

this idea and show that this two-group outcome extends to a n-player model with

binding contracts when the winning probability displays a similar increasing returns

property4. In the absence of this property, full cooperation among players emerges as

the outcome5.

There exists no theory in this literature (using the binding contracts approach) to

explain the formation of three or more competing coalitions, although it is commonly

seen in real-world settings. For example, in America, along with the Democratic and

Republican parties, we observe the presence of third parties who participate in the

presidential elections. Further, the study of the continuing conflicts approach does

not fare any better on this front; it only offers explanations for the formation of two

competing coalitions6. The reasons for a lack of this theory is because the existing

models either use variants of the Tullock contest success function that are inherently

restrictive, or because they analyse three, four and five player models, that restricts
4Refer to lemma 2 of Tan and Wang (2010) where they discuss this increasing returns property.
5Bloch, Sanchez-Pages and Soubeyran (2006) and Sanchez-Pages (2007) show that full coopera-

tion (or grand coalition) by players is often the outcome when the incentive to form groups exists.
6Tan and Wang (2010) show that if coalitions generate synergy, then it leads to the formation of

two coalitions in a model of continuing conflict for four players. On the other hand, using a three
player model of continuing conflict, Esteban and Sakovics (2003) show that players do not have an
incentive to form coalitions.
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possible combinations of the coalition structures. Although these restrictions simplify

the analysis, they have left a crucial gap in this theory.

In this chapter, we consider a model of symmetric group contest, where identical

players form coalitions to win a prize. A coalition’s winning probability is given by

a contest success function that depends on the number of its own members, and on

the sizes of the other competing coalitions. We specify a new contest success function

- inspired by Skaperdas(1996) - through three assumptions7. The first assumption

(2.1.1) states that adding members to any coalition weakly increases its probability

of winning the prize. The second assumption (2.1.2) defines the effect of a transfer

of members between any two coalitions on the remaining coalitions. We assume that

if such a pair-wise transfer adds members to the larger of the two coalitions, then

it weakly decreases the winning probability for all remaining coalitions: viz., those

that did not participate in the transfer. The third assumption (2.1.3) defines the rate

of increase of the winning probability due to adding members to a coalition. This

assumption implies that if we consider a pair-wise transfer, the marginal benefit to

the larger coalition diminishes with an increase in its size. All three assumptions are

natural to this problem; the first defines the effect of changing its own size, the second

defines the effect of a change in size by other coalitions, and the third defines the rate

of increase due to changing size.

Next, we introduce a coalition formation game through a sequential mechanism

based on Bloch (1996) and Ray and Vohra (1997) in this model of a symmetric group

contest. This mechanism allows a sub-group of players to gain priority for negotiating

with who to form a coalition. However, once players agree on the coalition, then it is
7Also refer to Corchon and Dahm (2010) who study the extensions on axiomatic formulations

done by Skaperdas(1996).
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binding; no deviations are allowed at any stage of the game. After a coalition forms,

the same process is repeated with the remaining players, i.e. a sub-group among

the remaining players gains the priority to conduct negotiations before forming a

coalition, and so on. This game ends when all negotiations are completed, and the

resulting outcome is a coalition structure. The solution concept we use is a Markov

perfect equilibrium; a refinement of a sub game perfect equilibrium that requires the

strategy at each stage of the game to be independent of the history of actions.

The main result of this chapter is that there exists a unique and asymmetric coali-

tion structure at equilibrium. By asymmetric, we mean that the coalition structure

consists of two or more coalitions and no two coalitions are of equal size. As this

model generates an asymmetric outcome in symmetric environments, this result is

rare, and at the same time, very interesting. Another important characteristic of this

result is that the grand coalition, that is the group consisting of all players, does not

form. In the literature, the grand coalition has a special place because it may be

viewed as a situation of ‘universal peace’; all players mutually cooperate to divide the

prize without any conflict. In a survey by Bloch (2012), he observes that most papers

in this literature either provide explanations for the formation of the grand coalition,

or discuss the situations when players have no incentive to form coalitions. Hence, the

coalition structure at equilibrium is polarised: full cooperation or no cooperation. As

most real-world situations lie at the intermediate state, where competing coalitions

form, studying this state is more important. In this chapter, we derive conditions for

the formation of multiple coalitions that compete in the contest.

A closely related paper by Tan and Wang (2010) also discusses conditions when

players form two coalitions in the contest. They use a particular variant of the

generalised form Tullock contest function to show that if the coalition agreements are
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binding, then the equilibrium always consists of only two coalitions. Using a more

general contest success function, in this chapter we show that it is possible that three

or more coalitions form at equilibrium. In order to derive the conditions when three

coalitions form, we consider a six player model and impose additional restrictions on

the contest success function. In this model, we show that the coalition structure at

equilibrium may consist of either two or three coalitions. The equilibrium consists of

three coalitions if the benefit of forming small coalitions, relative to larger coalitions

is high. However, if the relative benefit of forming small coalitions is either low or

very high, it results in the formation of two coalitions at equilibrium; and if it is very

low, then the two coalitions formed are less skewed (in terms of distribution of players

across the two coalitions). Thus, the number of coalitions formed and the skewness

of distribution depends on the relative benefit of small coalitions.

In conclusion, this chapter presents a theory that provides conditions for the for-

mation of multiple (two or more) coalitions in contests. These conditions are specified

through the contest success function based on the three assumptions mentioned ear-

lier. The coalition formation mechanism determines the coalition structure at equilib-

rium. Further, in a six player example, we show that the number of coalitions formed

and the distribution of players across coalitions at equilibrium essentially depends on

the synergy (the collective benefit from cooperation) generated through coalitions.

The chapter is structured as follows: we describe the model of symmetric contests

in Section 2 and the coalition formation game in Section 3. In Section 4 we present

the six-player example and conclude in Section 5.
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2.1 The Model

A finite set players N “ t1, 2..., nu, where n ą 2, compete to win a prize with a value

normalised to 1. Players may form a coalition C Ď N to try to obtain the prize. A

coalition structure Π is a partition8 of N . P denotes the set of all coalition structures

and 2N the power set of N .

The probability that coalition C wins - termed its winning probability - is given

by a contest success function p : 2N ˆ P Ñ R` where ppC,Πq “ 0 if C R Π. For any

coalition structure, the winning probabilities of all its coalitions sum to 1 :

ÿ

CPΠ

ppC,Πq “ 1 for all Π P P

The cardinality of coalitions pC,D, ...q will be denoted by pc, d, ...q. We assume the

game is symmetric in the sense that ppC,Πq “ ppD,Πq whenever c “ d.

2.1.1 Contest success function

In this section, we specify a contest success function through three assumptions.

As the game is symmetric, i.e. players are identical, the winning probability of a

coalition - given by the contest success function - is determined solely by the size

of the coalitions in a coalition structure. These three assumptions are defined for

pair-wise transfer of members (between two coalitions) because varying the size of

one coalition must change the size of another.

In order to formally write these assumptions, consider a pair of coalitions C,D P Π

and assume that some non-empty T Ď D leaves D and joins C, whereas all other
8A partition of a set N is a set of nonempty subsets of N such that every element C P N is in

exactly one of these subsets (i.e., N is a disjoint union of the subsets).
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coalitions remain the same. The resulting coalition structure is denoted by ΠT

D Ñ C
. The

coalitions involved in the transfer, C,D in this case, are called ‘insiders ’, while those

not participating in the transfer, i.e. any S P ΠztC,Du, are called ‘outsiders ’.

We first define the effect of a transfer on the winning probabilities of insider

coalitions.

Assumption 2.1.1. For any C,D P Π and Π P P, ceteris paribus, any transfer

T Ď D to C increases the winning probability of C. Formally,

p
´

pC Y T q, ΠT

D Ñ C

¯

ě ppC,Πq.

Increasing the coalition size thus weakly increases its winning probability if there

are no other changes in the partition. Given symmetry, the assumption allows us

to infer some further consequences of coalitional changes. Consider, for instance, a

transfer of some T Ď C to D where t “ c´d
2

and c ě d. As d ` t “ c ´ t, symmetry

entails p
´

pCzT q, ΠT

C Ñ D

¯

“ p
´

pD Y T q, ΠT

C Ñ D

¯

. Hence, by assumption 2.1.1:

ppC,Πq ě p
´

pCzT q, ΠT

C Ñ D

¯

“ p
´

pD Y T q, ΠT

C Ñ D

¯

ě ppD,Πq. (2.1)

Thus, for a given coalition structure, larger coalitions have at least as high winning

probabilities.

Next, we assume that transfers between insider coalitions cause a spillover effect

on the outsiders. This effect is either positive or negative, depending on how the

transfer affects the concentration of a coalition structure.

A transfer increases the concentration, of a coalition structure, if a member from
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one coalition is transferred to another of equal or larger size9. For example, let c ě d

and consider a transfer T Ď D to C. The resulting coalition structure ΠT

D Ñ C
is more

concentrated than the initial Π.

Assumption 2.1.2. If c ě d, then a positive transfer T Ď D to C causes a negative

spillover:

ppS,Πq ě p
´

S, ΠT

D Ñ C

¯

for any outsider S P ΠztC,Du and Π P P

From equation (2.1), we know that larger coalitions are also stronger competitors,

i.e. they have a greater chance of winning. In assumption 2.1.2, we assume transfers

that make the strong competitor (the larger coalition) stronger, leads to a negative

spillover; the winning probability of the outsiders decreases. In other words, outsider

coalitions are worse-off if transfers result in a more concentrated coalition structure.

In the context of contests, assumption 2.1.2 implies that winning probabilities

display superadditivity when coalitions are pairwise merged.

Lemma 1. Synergy

p
´

pC YDq, ΠD

D Ñ C

¯

ě ppC,Πq ` ppD,Πq for all C,D P Π,Π P P.

Proof. As the aggregate probability always sums to 1, we have

p
´

pC YDq, ΠD

D Ñ C

¯

`
ÿ

SP ΠD
D Ñ C

zptCYDuq

ppS, ΠD

D Ñ C
q “ ppC,Πq ` ppD,Πq `

ÿ

SPΠzptC,Duq

ppS,Πq

9For a formal definition of concentration we refer to Bloch(1997).
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If c ě d, then by assumption 2.1.2 we have

ÿ

SP ΠD
D Ñ C

zptCYDuq

ppS, ΠD

D Ñ C
q ď

ÿ

SPΠzptC,Duq

ppS,Πq (2.2)

Therefore, p
´

C YD, ΠD

D Ñ C

¯

ě ppC,Πq ` ppD,Πq.

�

This means that if any two coalitions merge, their resulting winning probability is

at least as high than the aggregate winning probabilities of the two coalitions before

merging. This superadditivity effect is interpreted as generation of synergy due to

the benefit of cooperation.

Thus, assumption 2.1.1 defines the effect of transfers on the insiders, while as-

sumption 2.1.2 defines the effect of transfers on the outsiders. The next question

is how much increase (or decrease) in winning probability does a transfer result in?

For that purpose, assumption 2.1.3 restricts the slope of the contest success function.

We define the rate of increase in winning probability across coalition structures by

considering two step-wise transfers between coalitions C and D.

In the first step, exactly one player i P D is transferred to C, while in the next

step another player j P pDztiuq is transferred to pC Y tiuq P Πtiu
D Ñ C

.

Assumption 2.1.3.

p
´

C Y tiu,Πtiu
D Ñ C

¯

´ ppC,Πq ` ppD,Πq ´ p
´

Dztiu,Πtiu
D Ñ C

¯

2
ą p

´

CYti, ju,Πti,ju
D Ñ C

¯

´p
´

CYi,Πtiu
D Ñ C

¯

(2.3)

for all i, j P D and C,D P Π with c ě d ě 2,Π P P

Writing equation (2.3) in words: the average of the benefit and loss to the coali-
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tions from the first step must exceed the benefit to coalition pC Y iq P Π1 from the

second step. In assumption 2.1.3 we assume this holds only for transfers that increase

concentration. This assumption imposes a restriction on the rate of increase in win-

ning probability from pair-wise transfers. In the lemma 2, we show that assumption

2.1.3 implies that the marginal benefit of adding members to the larger coalition is

decreasing with concentration.

Lemma 2. For all i, j P D and C,D P Π with c ě d ě 2, Π P P

p
´

CY i,Πtiu
D Ñ C

¯

´ppC,Πq ą p
´

CYti, ju,Πti,ju
D Ñ C

¯

´p
´

CY i,Πtiu
D Ñ C

¯

for all c ě d (2.4)

Proof. Rewrite Assumption 2.1.3 as

p
´

C Y i,Πtiu
D Ñ C

¯

´ ppC,Πq `
L

2
ą p

´

C Y ti, ju,Πti,ju
D Ñ C

¯

´ p
´

C Y i,Πtiu
D Ñ C

¯

where L “
ř

SPΠtiu
D Ñ C

zptCYiuYtDziuq

ppS,Π1q ´
ř

SPΠzptCuYtDuq

ppS,Πq.

Here, L is the change in the aggregate negative spillover due to the first transfer. By

assumption 2.1.2, this change is negative: L ď 0, for all c ě d. Hence, our result. �

Inequality (2.4) implies that if a pair-wise transfer increases the size of the larger

coalition, then the contest success function displays the property of diminishing

marginal benefit from adding players. This completes the specification of the contest

success function.

Contrary to standard models of contests, where players exert effort to win a prize,

the model presented in this chapter is equivalent to the situation where each player

exerts a constant effort10. But, that does not mean that our model is less general
10See Skaperdas (1996) for an axiomatic formulation of contest success function. Further, refer to
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because Assumptions 2.1.1 - 2.1.3 relate with these standard models, where the win-

ning probability of a player (or a coalition) shows the following properties:

(A.1) increases with her own effort.

(A.2) decreases with increase in the effort of other players.

(A.3) displays the property of diminishing marginal benefit with her own effort.

Observe that assumption 2.1.1 defines the effect of a transfer on the insiders: a

coalition’s winning probability is increasing in its size. As players in the model of

this chapter exert a constant level of effort, increasing coalition size is equivalent to

an increase in effort level; hence this relates with (A.1).

Defining the effect of a transfer between insider coalitions on the remaining (out-

sider) coalitions in our model is not straightforward. A transfer increases the size

(hence, effort level) of one coalition. At the same time, the transfer also decreases

the size (and effort level) of another coalition in equal amounts. Hence, the question

is whether an increase in winning probability of the former coalition outweighs the

decrease in winning probability of the latter coalition? For this reason, we introduce

the concept of concentration for a coalition structure11. If a transfer increases the

concentration, the larger coalition increases in size, then we assume that the increase

in winning probability of the larger coalition outweighs the decrease of the smaller

coalition. Relating this idea with (A.2), an increase in concentration is equivalent to

an increase in effort by other players. In assumption 2.1.2, we assume this increase

in concentration decreases the winning probability of the outsider coalitions.

Lastly, assumption 2.1.3 may be related to the concavity restriction in (A.3).

Corchon (2007) for a detailed survey who discusses the properties of various forms of contest success
function, including those for group contests.

11The coalition structure Π1 is said to have higher concentration than Π if and only if Π1 is a
coarser refinement of Π that can be obtained only by transferring members from any coalition C P Π
to another coalition of equal or greater size. For a complete formal definition refer to Bloch (1997).
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Although, inequality (2.3) of Assumption 2.1.3 is an assumption stronger than that

of diminishing marginal benefit (A.3), such an assumption is necessary given the

nature of this coalition game within a contest setting. Also, assumptions 2.1.1-2.1.3

are independent: no assumption is implied by or violated by the others.

2.1.2 Payoffs

In this section, we discuss the individual benefit of being part of a coalition. As our

model is symmetric, we assume that the winning coalition equally divides the prize

among its members. This sharing rule is common knowledge and is binding. For a

given coalition C P Π, the individual payoff to any player i P C is the expected value

of his share of the prize.

upC,Πq “ ppC,Πq
´1

c

¯

Observe that, although larger coalitions have a greater winning probability, the prize

is also shared among more players. Hence, a pair-wise transfer that increases the size

of a coalition has an ambiguous effect on its member’s payoff: the winning probability

increases, but the individual share decreases with coalition size.

A special case arises due to the symmetry in our model. If two coalitions of equal

size merge, it always increases the payoff for all players in the resulting coalition.

Lemma 3. Consider C,D P Π. If c “ d, then a merger increases payoff

u
´

C YD, ΠD

D Ñ C

¯

ą max tupC,Πq, upD,Πqu

Proof. From lemma 2, the winning probabilities of any two merging coalitions
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are superadditive:

p
´

C YD, ΠD

D Ñ C

¯

ě ppC,Πq ` ppD,Πq

A simple algebraic manipulation gives us

`

upC YD, ΠD

D Ñ C
q ´ upC,Πq

˘

c`
`

upC YD, ΠD

D Ñ C
q ´ upD,Πq

˘

d ě 0 (2.5)

If c “ d, we have upC YD, ΠD

D Ñ C
q ą 2upC,Πq “ upC,Πq ` upD,Πq � Contrary to the

situation in lemma 3, if two coalitions of unequal sizes merge, the resulting marginal

increase in winning probabilities is different for both coalitions. If this increase in

marginal benefit for any one of the merging coalitions is offset by reduction in their

share of the prize, then the merger is not beneficial12. In order to compare payoffs

to players belonging to two coalitions of unequal size, we need to identify what effect

assumptions 2.1.1- 2.1.3, imposed on the contest success function pp.q, have on the

payoff function up.q.

Proposition 2.1.1. Under assumptions 2.1.1-2.1.3, for any C,D P Π, if c ą d, then

upC,Πq ą upD,Πq.

Proof. Refer to the appendix A. �

This means that for a given coalition structure, the larger a coalition is, the greater

is the payoff to its members. The proof of this result relies on two properties: first, if

coalitions C,D P Π merge, we show that the increase in marginal benefit to players

belonging to larger coalitions is lesser than to those in smaller ones. In lemma 2 we

already saw that the winning probability diminishes with an increase in coalition size

when concentration increases. In proposition 2.1.1, we show that this also holds for
12See equation (2.5) in the proof of lemma 3.
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the players’ payoffs. Second, we show that the amount of synergy, or cooperative

benefit, that results from a merger (lemma 1) is less beneficial to larger coalitions.

Viewing these two properties in conjunction with each other, we obtain the result

in proposition 2.1.1. The main economic intuition for this result is that coalitions

generate sufficient synergy such for a given coalition structure, the larger coalitions

have significantly higher chances of winning the prize.

2.1.3 Coalition formation game

Till now, we have discussed the structure assumptions 2.1.1 - 2.1.3 impose on the con-

test success function, and hence on the individual payoff function. In this section, we

consider a coalition formation mechanism based on Bloch (1996) and Ray and Vohra

(1997). Our objective is to study the nature of the equilibrium coalition structure

that arises from the structure imposed on the payoff functions in this contest game.

We now begin describing the mechanism that is based on Bloch (1996). Players

sequentially form coalitions through a proposer-responder protocol: given that some

coalitions have already formed, players make proposals to coalitions and respond to

proposals made to coalitions to which they belong to. The proposer must include

herself in the coalition. Once a coalition is proposed, its members respond, according

to a given order, by either accepting or rejecting the proposal. The responders either

accept the proposal or reject it. The coalition forms if the responders unanimously

accept the proposal. Each remaining set of active players is assigned a random prob-

ability distribution over proposers. The game then continues between the remaining

active players.

If a responder rejects, it creates bargaining friction: the payoff is discounted by

δ for all players. The rejector may choose to leave, effectively forming a one-person
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coalition. If not, then the rejector is chosen as a proposer in the next round with

probability ρ and some other member with 1´ ρ.

We formalize this mechanism, in line with Ray and Vohra (1997). Let π Ă Π be a

coalition sub-structure. Define Kpπq “
Ť

CPπ

C and KpHq “ H where H denotes the

null sub-structure. Let F denote the family of all sub-structures. Given that some

coalitions have formed the sub-structure π, the set of players yet to form coalitions,

NzKpπq, are termed as active.

Define a function f : FÑ 2N such that fpπq assigns a coalition, that is not yet in

π, to a given sub-structure π. Obviously, for all π such that Kpπq “ Nztiu, it must

be that fpπq “ tiu. Define

cpπq “ π Y tfpπq, f
`

π Y fpπq
˘

, ...u

The vector cpπq is interpreted as the coalition structure that forms, given π is al-

ready formed. For any π, the action of a proposer is σPi pπ,Nq “ fpπq to be the

largest13 coalition C Ď NzKpπq that maximises the average winning probability
p

´

fpπq,c
`

πYfpπq
˘

¯

|fpπq|
. This means that at every step, players form the largest coalition

which maximises their average winning probability, calculating the actions of the

players that remain after they form a coalition. Thus, the players are assumed to be

‘forward-looking’.

If the player is a responder and the coalition fpπq is proposed, the responder’s

action is σRi pπ,N, fpπqq “ tY esu or tNou. This is a stationary strategy as the

information set for the proposer depends only on the current state tπ,NzKpπqu; π is
13This tie-breaking rule incentivizes players towards forming the grand coalition. However, this

assumption is not important for our main result (proposition 2.1.2)
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the coalition sub-structure formed and NzKpπq is the set of active players. In case

of responders, the strategy also depends on the ongoing proposal fpπq.

A stationary perfect equilibrium is a profile of stationary strategies tσuiPN such

that there is no round at which a player benefits by deviating from her prescribed

strategy. The equilibrium coalition structure is given by Π˚ “ cpHq.

Proposition 2.1.2. There exists a unique stationary perfect equilibrium (SPE) out-

come given by Π˚ “ tC˚, D˚, ...u, where C˚ “ fpHq, D˚ “ f
`

HY fpHq
˘

, ... and so

on. This equilibrium has two properties:

(1) Π˚ is asymmetric: c˚ ą d˚ ą ... and so on.

(2) The grand coalition never forms: c˚ ă n.

Proof. Refer to the appendix in section A. �

This means that coalitions form along the stationary perfect equilibrium path

in a descending order (strict) of their size. To see this, consider a proposer at any

node of the game. This proposer knows that it is beneficial to be a member of a

larger coalition at equilibrium ( proposition 2.1.1). At the same time, as the marginal

increase in winning probability diminishes with size (lemma 2), it sets an upper bound

on the coalition size for the proposer; beyond a threshold size, the individual payoff

will decrease. We show that the proposer’s optimal strategy is to form a coalition that

is strictly larger than the successive coalition that forms as per the coalition formation

game described above. As this strategy applies at every node, the resultant coalition

structure at equilibrium is asymmetric: no two coalitions are of equal size.

The main contribution of this chapter is that under assumptions 2.1.1 - 2.1.3, that

are relevant to contests, we use the approach by Bloch (1996) and Ray and Vohra

(1997) to obtain a sharper result. Ray and Vohra (1997) show that in a symmetric
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game, if the partition function displays a property of non-increasing average worth,

then this property is a necessary and sufficient condition for a unique equilibrium.

In this chapter, we show that in a symmetric contest, and under assumptions 2.1.1 -

2.1.3, the property of non-increasing average worth is satisfied. We then go beyond

this result to predict the nature of the coalition structure formed at equilibrium.

Observe that in proposition 2.1.2 the grand coalition never forms; we show that

the first proposer of the game always benefits by forming a coalition of size less than

n. In the literature, the grand coalition is viewed as a state of universal peace, where

all members agree to divide the prize equally. However, such a utopian ideal is rarely

observed in the real-world. As most economic, social and political settings display

the formation of multiple coalitions, it is important to study the conditions that lead

to this outcome. In the context of our paper, if coalitions fail to generate synergy,

then it allows the possibility of a grand coalition.

The next contribution of this result is that under assumptions 2.1.1-2.1.3 the

formation of more than two coalitions is possible. Till now, the literature provides

conditions for the formation of two coalitions, one a majority and the other a minority.

Although proposition 2.1.2 allows the formation of three or more coalitions, it is

unclear under what conditions that occurs. We address this issue in the following

section for a specific, but often used, contest success function.

2.2 An Example using Tullock (1980) contest success

functions

So far, we have discussed the existence, uniqueness and asymmetry of the equilibrium

coalition structure based on Assumptions 2.1.1-2.1.3 imposed on the contest success
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function. However, it is unclear what determines the number of coalitions formed and

the distribution of players across coalitions at equilibrium. Addressing these questions

in the general functional form of the contest success function is difficult because we

do not obtain closed form solutions. Therefore, we proceed by imposing additional

structure on the contest success function. Specifically, the partition function is given

by the generalised Tullock (1980) contest success function. We follow the insider-

outsider notation to maintain consistency in notation.

ppC,Π, αq “
cαpcq

cαpcq ` dαpdq `
ř

S‰C,D

sαpsq
(2.6)

where α : I Ñ p1,8q is a synergy function. For a coalition C P Π, αpcq determines

the impact its size,c, has on its winning probability. The higher is the value of αpcq,

the more is the cooperative benefit or amount of synergy generated from forming C;

we assume that α1pcq ą 0.

As α is a discrete function, it generates a finite and countable sequence given

by tαp1q, αp2q, ..., αpnqu. Note that the first and the last term of the sequence are

redundant: the impact of a single member on its winning probability is independent

of the value of αp1q, i.e. 1αp1q “ 1; and the winning probability of the grand coalition

is ppN,Π, αq “ nαpnq

nαpnq
“ 1, for any value of αpnq. Therefore, the relevant sequence

generated by synergy function α is tαp2q, ..., αpn´ 1qu

For the remaining section, we restrict our attention to six players, n “ 6. This

simplifies the analysis, and at the same time, the degree of freedom provided by six

players allows us to sufficiently analyse our model. We impose further structure on

the synergy function: consider α such that αp3q “ αp4q “ αp5q “ β where β ą 1 is a

constant. Thus, the sequence generated by α is tαp2q, β, β, βu. Observe that αp2q is
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the only variable in the sequence; all other terms are held constant at β. Therefore,

αp2q indicates the amount of synergy a two-member coalition generates relative to

the amount of synergy coalitions with larger size generate. Hence, we can normalise

β “ 2, without loss of generality.

Result 1. For n “ 6 and for any synergy function α that generates the sequence

tαp2q, 2, 2, 2u, the contest success function, ppC,Π, αq, satisfies assumptions 2.1.1-

2.1.3 if 2 ď αp2q ď 3.

Proof. Refer to the appendix in section A. �

As the contest success function satisfies the main assumptions of our chapter

for 2 ď αp2q ď 3, we know from proposition 2.1.2 that an unique and asymmetric

equilibrium exists. For n “ 6, proposition 1 reduces the possible coalition structures,

that may form at the SPE, to three:

Π1 “ tC1, D1, S1u where c1 “ 3, d1 “ 2, s1 “ 1

Π2 “ tC2, D2u where c2 “ 4, d2 “ 2

Π3 “ tC3, D3u where c3 “ 5, d3 “ 1

The first coalition structure, Π1, consists of three coalitions, while the other two, Π2

and Π3, consist of two coalitions each. Also, Π3 is more skewed (or concentrated)

when compared to Π2.

Note, that αp2q ě β implies that the smaller coalition generates more synergy

than larger ones. Our objective is to derive conditions on αp2q to understand when

the number of coalitions at equilibrium are greater and when the coalition structure

is more skewed.
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Result 2. For n “ 6, the coalition structure formed at the stationary perfect equilib-

rium is

Π˚pN, p, αq “

$

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

%

tC1, D1, S1u where c1 “ 3, d1 “ 2, s1 “ 1 if αp2q P plog2 5, log2 5.6q

tC2, D2u where c2 “ 4, d2 “ 2 if αp2q P rlog2 4, log2 4.8q

tC3, D3u where c3 “ 5, d3 “ 1 if αp2q P rlog2 4.8, log2 5s Y rlog2 5.6, log2 8s

Proof. If the first coalition formed is C1, fpHq “ c1, then payoff from forming

D1 must exceed the payoff from forming D1 Y S1. Note, that as c1 “ d1 ` s1, the

winning probability of the coalition D1 Y S1, given C1 has formed, will be 1
2
. This is

formally stated as

u
´

D1,Π1

¯

ą u
´

D1 Y S1, ΠS1

S1 Ñ D1

¯

In the context of our example, this condition translates to 2pαp2q´1q

3β`2αp2q`1
ą 1

6
or αp2q ą

log2 5 when β “ 2. This constitutes the necessary condition for Π1 to be the SPE.

The sufficient condition for Π1 to be the SPE is when the first proposer does not

benefit by proposing either C2 or C3, where c2 “ 4 and c3 “ 5. Formally,

u
´

C1,Π1

¯

ą maxtu
´

C2,Π2

¯

, u
´

C3,Π3

¯

u

This condition translates to 3β´1

3β`2αp2q`1
ą maxt 4β´1

4β`2αp2q
, 5β´1

5β`1
u. For β “ 2, we get the

condition αp2q ă log2 5.6. Thus the necessary and sufficient condition for Π to be the

SPE is log2 5 ă αp2q ă log2 5.6.

Lastly, when αp2q R plog2 5, log2 5.6q, the equilibrium must be either Π2 or Π3.

The coalition structure Π2 forms at equilibrium if

u
´

C2,Π2

¯

ą u
´

C3,Π3

¯
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As above, this holds when 4β´1

4β`2αp2q
ą 5β´1

5β`1
or αp2q ă log2 4.8. � First, we discuss the

conditions when the coalition structure consists of three coalitions; Π1 “ tC1, D1, S1u,

where c1 “ 3, d1 “ 2, s1 “ 1. Observe that the synergy generated by coalition D1

is αp2q. Given C1 has formed, if the synergy generated by D1 is αp2q ď log2 5,

then it is optimal to form D1 Y S1 instead of D1. Therefore, αp2q ą log2 5 is a

necessary condition for Π1 to be an equilibrium. From proposition 2, we see that

if αp2q ě log2 5.6, then the initial proposer benefits by forming C3, instead of C1;

αp2q ă log2 5.6 is a sufficient condition for Π to be an equilibrium. Therefore, the

equilibrium consists of three coalitions only if the synergy generated by a two-member

coalition lies within an optimal range.

If αp2q lies outside this range, then only two coalitions form: the equilibrium is

either Π2 or Π3. The coalition structure Π2 “ tC2, D2u forms if αp2q is low. As

the synergy generated by D2, αp2q, increases, it also reduces the winning probability

of C2. Beyond a threshold, αp2q ą log2 4.8, it is optimal for the initial proposer to

form C3 that yields the coalition structure Π3. Thus, the distribution of players at

equilibrium also depends on the relative synergy generated.

In conclusion, for n “ 6, the effect of synergy on the type of equilibrium depends

on the synergy generated by small coalitions relative to the larger ones. If the small

coalitions generate low (high) synergy, then the distribution of players among coali-

tions at equilibrium is less (more) skewed. However, there exists an optimal range

where the competitiveness of the contest increases as players benefit by forming more

than two coalitions.
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2.3 Conclusion

In this chapter we analyse a model of group contest, where identical players may

endogenously form coalitions to win a prize. The coalition formation mechanism

operates under the condition that the agreements are binding: players cannot deviate

once a coalition is formed and if that coalition wins, the prize is equally shared

among all its members. The outcome of this mechanism is a coalition structure: a

set of coalitions. This mechanism is essentially a game among the players and the

solution concept is defined for a coalition structure, based on the players’ strategies

in that mechanism.

In this chapter, we adopt a sequential coalition formation mechanism based on

Bloch(1996) and Ray and Vohra (1997) and analyse their game under additional

assumptions relevant to contests. We formulate the partition function as a contest

success function that assigns a winning probability to every element in a coalition

structure. In order to impose structure on the contest success function, we make

three assumptions: (1) the winning probability of a coalition increases with its size,

(2) the winning probability of a coalition decreases if another coalition increases its

size such that the concentration of the coalition structure increases, (3) The benefit

from increasing coalition size diminishes with size.

We study the sequential coalition formation game for this contest game. The

payoff to the players is the expected share of the prize that depends on the winning

probability and the size of their coalition. Under the assumptions mentioned earlier,

increasing coalition size increases their winning probability, but reduces the individual

share of the prize. The players’ objective is to form a coalition by optimizing this

trade-off, while taking into account the actions of players outside their coalition.
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The conclusion of this chapter is that if the contest success function is speci-

fied through the above assumptions, then we predict a result sharper compared to

Bloch(1996) and Ray and Vohra(1997) - the equilibrium coalition structure is unique

and asymmetric. This result is important for the literature on contests because firstly,

the result is asymmetric: the coalition structure consists of two or more coalitions

where no two coalitions are of equal size. This indicates that there is an imbalance of

power across coalitions at equilibrium. Further, this model generates an asymmetric

outcome in symmetric environments. Such outcomes are rare, and at the same time,

very interesting.

Secondly, the grand coalition does not form; in other words this chapter provides

conditions for the formation of the formation of multiple competing coalitions at

equilibrium. This is a desirable property of the result as many real world observations

fit this result. Lastly, three or more coalitions may form: the literature only provide

the conditions for the formation of two competing coalitions. Further, using Tullock

contest success functions, we derive conditions for the formation of three competing

groups in a six player model.

One potential extension for this chapter is to introduce heterogeneous players.

By analysing this model for heterogeneous players, the results fundamentally would

remain the same as long as the prize is shared based on the ability of the players; in

a game of complete information, it is reasonable to assume an ability-based sharing

rule. Notice that the contest success function depends only on the coalition sizes

- that is a vector of numbers. These numbers can alternatively be interpreted as

ability (size of the coalition) and the number of players (number of coalitions in the

coalition structure). Thus, conclusions in this chapter can be extended to the case of

heterogeneous players as long division is in proportion to the abilities.
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Chapter 3

Mergers and Innovation Portfolios˚

Innovation is an essential activity for economic growth and welfare.1 Economic policy

should thus be designed to protect and even encourage it. In particular, competition

policy should prevent mergers that lessen innovation and permit those with a positive

impact on investment.

There has been an important and large theoretical literature in economics starting

with Schumpeter (1943) and Arrow (1962) studying the relation between competi-

tion and innovation. This literature, summarized recently by Vives (2008), has been

somewhat inconclusive about how competition affects investment due to the variety

of models analysed, with specific functional forms and modes of competition. Empir-

ically, such a relationship has been found to be inverted-U (see Aghion et al. (2005)).

This literature, however, does not take into account the specificities of merger

activity. In particular, a merger cannot be understood as a mere reduction in the

number of competitors in the market but as a transaction that results in that the
˚This chapter is based on ’Mergers and Innovation Portfolios’, J.L. Moraga-González, E.

Motchenkova, and S. Nevrekar, Working Paper Series, CEPR.
1See e.g. Romer (1990), Aghion and Howitt (1998), and Grossman and Helpman (1994).
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partner firms coordinate their strategic decisions. As pointed out in a series of recent

papers (see e.g. Federico, Langus and Valletti (2017, 2018), Motta and Tarantino

(2016), Bourreau, Jullien, Lefoulli (2018), Denicolò and Polo (2018) and Gilbert

(2018)), understanding the impact of merger activity on innovation necessitates a

separate analysis.

A merger affects innovation incentives through at least two channels. First, there is

an internalization of the innovation externalities. A firm that invests in R&D increases

the likelihood with which it successfully innovates and this lowers the chance other

firms appropriate the full gains from their innovation efforts. When firms merge,

they internalize this type of externality and correspondingly they tend to reduce

investments. Second, a merger weakens competition in the product market. This

may or may not increase the incentives to invest. Whether a merger ultimately

increases investment depends on the relative effect of these two effects.

Motta and Tarantino (2018) study mergers in a deterministic R&D model with

product market competition. They analyze a simultaneous innovation and pricing

game and show that absent spillovers or synergies, the reduction of output by the

merged entity induces a reduction of cost-reducing investment, which harms con-

sumers. Federico, Langus and Valletti (2018) obtain a similar result in a two-stage

model of price competition with stochastic R&D and differentiated products despite

the fact that in their model the reduction in the intensity of price competition follow-

ing a merger model favors innovation. Bourreau, Jullien and Lefoulli (2018) further

zoom into the “market power” or “price coordination" effect and show that this can be

decomposed into two effects working in opposite directions, namely, a negative “mar-

gin expansion" effect and a positive “demand expansion" effect. They show that the

overall impact of a merger on innovation can be either positive or negative. However,
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they do not analyze consumer welfare implications.

The literature discussed above focuses on the total amount of money firms spend

on innovation. Early work by Dasgupta and Maskin (1982) and Cabral (1994), how-

ever, recognized that often firms are engaged in multiple research projects at a time

and investigated the extent to which the market provides firms with incentives to

choose socially optimal research portfolios.2 This work, however, does not analyze

the effect of mergers on the equilibrium investment portfolios. This chapter focuses

precisely on this issue. We ask how mergers affect the investment portfolios of the

partner firms and the market as a whole. In this sense, our work complements re-

cent contributions by Letina (2016) and Gilbert (2018), who look into the effects of

mergers on variety and diversity of R&D. Letina (2016) studies investments in a va-

riety of equiprobable projects with different costs. He shows that a merger decreases

the variety of developed projects and decreases the amount of duplication of research.

Gilbert (2018) builds on Federico et al. (2017, 2018) and obtains that absent spillovers

mergers generally (but not always) decrease R&D diversity measured by the number

of projects undertaken by the industry.

To study how mergers affect equilibrium innovation portfolios, we study a market

in which firms can invest in two independent research projects. By investing in a

project a firm engages in a contest with the rival firms. The winner of the contest

appropriates the full rewards generated by the innovation, while the losing firms

obtain zero profits. The various projects vary in profitability, ease of innovation and

social surplus. The key assumption we make is that the cost of investment function

exhibits decreasing returns. This implies that an increase in the investment put in

one project raises the marginal cost of investing in a different project, which signifies
2See also Kwon (2009).
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that there are negative externalities across them.

We show that firms invest inefficiently for two reasons: first, because of competi-

tion, they put too much money on the most profitable project; second, because firms

do not appropriate fully the social gains from an innovation, they tend to underinvest

in socially desirable projects.

A merger internalizes two innovation externalities. First, there is the standard

negative externality that arises because the investment of a firm in one project lowers

the probability the partner firm wins the contest for that project. Second, there is

a novel positive externality because the investment of a firm in one project increases

the marginal cost of that firm in the other project, which in turn raises the likelihood

the partner firm wins the contest for the alternative project. The tension between

the positive and the negative externality determines the impact of a merger on the

innovation portfolio of the partner firms.

In the special case in which the winning firm appropriates the full social surplus

from an innovation, e.g. when the winning firm can perfectly price discriminate in

the product market, mergers are always welfare improving. In such a special case,

the only reason why the market equilibrium is inefficient is that firms’ portfolios

are biased towards the most profitable projects. Even though the planner and the

firms agree in which projects are more attractive, firms over invest in them because

they ignore the business stealing externalities. In different words, while an individual

firm only cares about its own probability it wins the innovation contest, the planner

cares about any firm introducing the innovation. This makes the portfolio choice of

firms inefficiently biased towards the most profitable innovation. We show that a

merger, internalising the two externalities mentioned above, reduces the investment

of the partner firms in the most profitable project. Despite the fact that the rest
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of the firms increase their investment in the most profitable project, the aggregate

investment in that project decreases and correspondingly the market incentives and

the social incentives get more closely aligned.

In the general case in which firms do not fully appropriate the social surplus of an

innovation, depending on parameters, mergers can result in an increase or decrease

in social welfare. The critical condition for a merger to be social welfare increasing

relates the relative profitability of the different projects to the relative surplus ap-

propriability. When the most profitable project is also the most appropriable, then

a merger increases welfare by aligning the market and the social incentives. By con-

trast, when the most profitable project is the least appropriable, then a merger can

decrease welfare by further desaligning the social and the market incentives. For this

type of settings, our research supports the idea that competition authorities must

deal with mergers on a case-by-case basis.

Our results carry over to the case in which firms decide on the budget they spend

on research and how they allocate it across projects. The reason is that allowing firms

to choose how much to invest in the projects does not alter the basic intuition that

investing in one project increases the marginal cost of investing in the other project.

Despite the fact that a merger results in lower aggregate investment, the fact that a

merger can be a corrective device in regard to the nature of the innovation portfolio

can make a merger socially desirable. This chapter lends itself to be empirically

tested due to its relatively simple game structure and the tractability of the examples.

However, such a discussion is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We introduce our general model in

Section 3.1. The pre-merger market equilibrium is analyzed in Section 3.2. The effect

of mergers for the case in which the winning firm can fully appropriate the social
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surplus is discussed in Section 3.3. To further understand the impact of mergers

in situations of incomplete appropriability of the social surplus we impose further

structure in our model in Section 3.4. This section also discusses the issue of incentive-

compatibility of mergers. In Section 3.5 we demonstrate the robustness of our results.

In particular, in Section 3.5.1 we study a more general model where firms not only

decide how to allocate funding across projects but also how much money to invest in

total. Finally, some concluding remarks are provided in Section 3.6.

3.1 The model

We consider a market in which n independent firms compete to introduce market

innovations. The number of firms, n, is exogenous, reflecting barriers to entry. Firms

engage in innovation contests to introduce two types of innovations: A- and B -

innovations. These two innovations differ in terms of (i) the rewards they generate

for the innovator, denoted πi, (ii) the intrinsic difficulty of successfully obtaining the

innovation, denoted εi, and (iii) the social gains the innovation creates, denoted Wi,

i “ A,B. Summarizing, in terms of the returns to firms and society, each innovation

is characterised by a triplet3 tπi, εi,Wiu, i “ A,B.

An innovation may only be introduced by one of the firms; moreover, it may be the

case that no firm succeeds at introducing an innovation. The probability with which

an individual firm i successfully introduces the A-innovation is denoted pipxi,x´i, εAq;

this probability depends on the effort exerted by the firm i, denoted xi, the efforts

put in by the rival firms, denoted x´i ” px1, x2, ..., xi´1, xi`1, ..., xnq, and the intrinsic

difficulty of the innovation εA. Likewise, the probability with which an individual
3Each agument of the triplet is a number.
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firm i successfully introduces the B -innovation is denoted qipyi,y´i, εBq, where yi is

the effort put in by firm i, y´i the efforts exerted by the rest of the firms and εB

the intrinsic difficulty of successfully completing the B -innovation path. These two

innovations are independent.

We impose certain assumptions on the contest success functions pipxi,x´i, εAq and

qipyi,y´i, εBq. Note that while we write them for the A–innovation, they apply to the

B–innovation too.

Assumption 1.

For the contest success function pipxi,x´i, εAq, and for every player i and j ‰ i, it

holds that:

(a) pip¨q is twice differentiable.

(b)
řn
i“1 pipxi,x´i, εAq ă 1.

(c) Bpipxi,x´i,εAq
Bxi

ą 0, Bpipxi,x´i,εAq
Bxj

ă 0, Bpipxi,x´i,εAq
BεA

ă 0.

(d) B
2pipxi,x´i,εAq

Bx2i
ă 0 and the cross partial derivative B2pipxi,x´i,εAq

BxiBxj
ă 0.

The same assumptions apply to the function qipyi,y´i, εBq.

These assumptions are standard in innovation contests (see e.g. Tullock (1980),

Dixit (1987) and Skaperdas (1996)). Assumption (a) allows us to use calculus to ad-

dress our research question. Assumption (b) makes our welfare analysis interesting.

If the sum of probabilities with which firms successfully introduce an innovation is

equal to one, then the welfare criterion is constant for any vector of firms’ invest-

ments, which is not very fascinating (more details in Section 3.4). Assumption (c)

signifies that if a firm exerts more effort, the probability it succeeds increases and the

probability other firms succeed decreases. Moreover, an increase in the parameter

εA lowers the probability that any of the firms innovates and therefore measures the

difficulty of successfully completing the innovation path. Assumption (d) implies that
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the contest success function is strictly concave in own effort, which means that the

probability of success exhibits decreasing returns. The cross partial derivative being

negative points towards strategic substitutability of own and rival research efforts.

This implies that the best-replies of the firms are everywhere decreasing.

Each firm i chooses an investment level xi ě 0 in the A-innovation path, and an

investment level yi ě 0 in the B -innovation one. The cost of the total investment

xi ` yi of a firm i is given by the function cpxi ` yiq where c1 ą 0, c2 ą 0, cp0q “ 0.

The non-linearity of the cost-function assumption is key for our analysis: because the

two research projects are independent (i.e. the success probability in project i does

not depend on the investment in project j, i, j “ A,B, i ‰ j), if the cost function

were linear, the investment problem of a firm would be separable and the interesting

externalities between projects that lead to our results would not arise. This element

of our model breaks the separability of the payoff function of a firm into a payoff from

a A-innovation and a payoff from an B -innovation. It is this lack of separability that

is crucial in our contribution.

As discussed in Baye and Hoppe (2003), contest formulations are strategic equiv-

alent to patent races. In that connection, our model can be seen as a model where

firms compete to obtain innovations protected by patents. The winning firms are

awarded patents with corresponding market rewards given by πA and πB. As men-

tioned above, the gross rewards from these innovation efforts are independent from

one another but the net rewards are not due to the fact that the marginal costs of

putting effort in one project increase in the effort put in the other project.

We assume that firms pick their investments in the A– and B– innovation paths

simultaneously. The focus of the chapter will be on symmetric Nash equilibria (SNE),

that is, equilibria in which similar firms make equal investments. Specifically, in the
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pre-merger market, a SNE satisfies xi “ x˚ and yi “ y˚, i “ 1, 2, .., n. In the post-

merger market, the same holds but only for firms other than the merging parties.

The payoff to a firm i putting efforts xi and yi in the A - and B -innovation contests

is:

uipxi, yi;x´i,y´iq “ pipxi,x´i, εAqπA ` qipyi,y´i, εBqπB ´ cpxi ` yiq (3.1)

Firm i, taking as given the investment of the other firms, chooses its investment

levels xi and yi to maximise the expected profits in (3.1). The maximisation problem

of the firms is thus two-dimensional. To reduce the dimensionality of the problem, it

is convenient to assume that firms are budget-constrained. In particular, we assume

that:

Assumption 2.

Firms are budget-constrained; specifically, the total research budget of a firm is nor-

malised to 1.

Assumption 2 means that xi`yi ď 1. This, together with the monotonicity of the

success probabilities (Assumption 1c), implies that we can reduce the dimensionality

of the maximisation problem of the firms by setting yi “ 1 ´ xi. In what follows,

we perform an analysis of the effects of a merger on innovation under Assumption

2. Later in Section 3.5.1, we will show that this assumption can be dropped without

any effect on the qualitative nature of our results.
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3.2 Pre-merger market equilibrium

Assuming Assumption 2 holds, and with a slight abuse of notation, let x´i and 1´ x´i

denote the investments that firms other than i put in the A- and B -innovation paths.

Then, the payoff to a firm i putting efforts xi in the A- innovation contest and,

correspondingly, 1´ xi in the B - innovation contest is:

uipxi,x´iq “ pipxi,x´i, εAqπA ` qip1´ xi,1´ x´i, εBqπB ´ cp1q. (3.2)

The first order condition (FOC) for profits-maximisation for firm i is:

Bpipxi,x´i, εAq

Bxi
πA `

Bqip1´ xi,1´ x´i, εBq

Bxi
πB “ 0. (3.3)

Note, that Bqip1 ´ xi,1´ x´i, εBq{Bxi ă 0 because the probability with which firm

i introduces a B–innovation decreases with an increase in investment towards a A–

innovation. Equation (3.3) simply means that the expected marginal gains from

investing in a project should be equal across projects.

Proposition 3.2.1. There exists a unique symmetric Nash equilibrium (SNE) de-

noted x˚i “ x˚ P r0, 1s for all i P N . The SNE is interior provided that πABpip0,0, εAq{Bxi ą

πB
ˇ

ˇBqip1,1, εBq{Bxi
ˇ

ˇ and πABpip1,1, εAq{Bxi ă πB
ˇ

ˇBqip0,0, εBq{Bxi
ˇ

ˇ, in which case it

is given by the x˚ that solves:

Bpipx
˚,x˚, εAq

Bxi
πA “ ´

Bqip1´ x
˚,1´ x˚, εBq

Bxi
πB. (3.4)

Proof. Note that the payoff function (3.2) is strictly concave in firm i’s investment

because B2pipxi,x´i, εAq{Bx
2
i ă 0 and B2qip1´xi,1´ x´i, εBq{Bx

2
i ă 0. The existence
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of equilibrium then follows from the Debreu-Glicksberg-Fan theorem because the

strategy spaces are compact and convex sets, and the payoff functions are strictly

concave in xi and continuous in x´i.

Because our game is symmetric, there exists a symmetric equilibrium xi “ x˚ (see

Hefti, 2017).

Uniqueness follows from the fact that the LHS of (3.4) is strictly decreasing in x˚,

while the RHS of (3.4) is strictly increasing in x˚. Hence, given the conditions in the

Proposition, they surely intersect once and only once at x˚. �

We are interested only in interior solutions so we will assume from now on that the

conditions for an interior equilibrium hold. The solution to (3.3) gives the best-reply

function. It is easy to see that Assumption 1d implies that firms have decreasing

best-replies. To see this, apply the implicit function theorem to the FOC (3.3) to

obtain:
Bxi
Bxj

“ ´

B2pi
BxiBxj

`
B2qi
BxiBxj

B2pi
Bx2i

`
B2qi
Bx2i

ă 0.

This means that firms investments in A-innovations are strategic substitutes; by the

same reasoning, firms investments in B - innovations are strategic substitutes.

The comparative statics effects of higher rewards from investment are straightfor-

ward. A higher reward from the A-innovation shifts up the marginal gains from in-

vesting in it and correspondingly x˚ increases. A higher reward from the B -innovation

raises the marginal gains from investing in it and correspondingly 1´x˚ increases, so

x˚ decreases. Because of Assumption 1c, x˚ decreases in the difficulty εA with which

A-innovation materialises, and decreases in εB.
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3.3 Mergers

Consider now that firms i and j merge. In such a case, the merged entity chooses

investments xi and xj (and by implication 1´ xi and 1´ xj) to maximise the payoff:

umpxi, xj; ¨q “ pipxi,x´i, εAqπA ` qip1´ xi,1´ x´i, εBqπB ` pjpxj,x´j, εAqπA

` qjp1´ xj,1´ x´j, εBqπB.

The FOC for profits maximisation with respect to xi is given by:

Bpipxi,x´i, εAq

Bxi
πA `

Bqip1´ xi,1´ x´i, εBq

Bxi
πB `

Bpjpxj,x´j, εAq

Bxi
πA

loooooooooomoooooooooon

negative externality on j

`
Bqjp1´ xj,1´ x´j, εBq

Bxi
πB

loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon

positive externality on j

“ 0. (3.5)

The FOC for profits maximisation with respect to xj is similar and therefore omitted.

Non-merging firms continue to maximise the payoff in (3.2) and the corresponding

FOC for an interior equilibrium is the same as that given in (3.3).

Inspection of the FOC (3.5) reveals that the merged entity internalises two exter-

nalities. On the one hand, the investment in the A-innovation of one of the merging

firms, say i, lowers the probability the partner entity j gets the A-innovation; on the

other hand, the investment in the A-innovation xi increases the probability the part-

ner entity j obtains the B -innovation. The first externality is negative, pushing the

merged entity to reduce xi relative to the pre-merger market; the second externality is

positive and therefore operates the other way around. The net effect is, in principle,

ambiguous and may be towards more investment in the A-innovation and less in the
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B -innovation or otherwise. Our next result explores the effects of a merger on invest-

ments in the A- and B -innovation projects. Before presenting it, a few comments on

the existence of an interior post-merger Nash equilibrium are in order. Notice that

the existence of an equilibrium can easily be established by assuming that the payoff

of the merged entity is strictly concave in xi and xj.4 To ensure that the equilibrium

is interior, we need further regularity conditions. In what follows, we assume that

these conditions hold and we focus on comparing the pre- and post-merger equilibria

of our model.

Proposition 3.3.1. Assume that a merger between firms i and j occurs. Then,

compared to the pre-merger equilibrium, the merged firms will invest more in the A-

innovation and less in the B-innovation if and only if at the pre-merger equilibrium

of Proposition 3.2.1 it holds that:

πA
πB

ă ´

Bqjp1´x
˚,εBq

Bxi
Bpjpx˚,εAq

Bxi

. (3.6)

The non-merging firms, by contrast, will invest less in the A-innovation and more in

the B-innovation.

Proof. Evaluating the LHS of the FOC (3.5) at the pre-merger symmetric equi-
4For this, the Hessian matrix has to be definite negative. It is then needed that

(a)
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

B2pi
Bx2i

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ą

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

B2pj
Bx2i

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

and
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

B2qi
Bx2i

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ą

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

B2qj
Bx2i

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

(b)

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

B2pj
Bx2j

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ą

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

B2pi
Bx2j

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

and

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

B2qj
Bx2j

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ą

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

B2qi
Bx2j

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

(c)

˜

B2pi
Bx2i

`
B2pj
Bx2j

`
B2qi
Bx2i

`
B2qi
Bx2i

¸2

´

ˆ

B2pi
BxiBxj

`
B2pj
BxiBxj

`
B2qi
BxiBxj

`
B2qj
BxiBxj

˙2

ą 0.
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librium gives:

Bpjpx
˚, εAq

Bxi
πA `

Bqjp1´ x˚, εBq

Bxi
πB,

where we have used the fact that x˚ satisfies (3.4). When this expression is positive,

which, after rearranging is equivalent to condition (3.6), the payoff of the merged

entity increases at xi “ x˚. This implies that, relative to the pre-merger situation,

the best-reply of the merged entity shifts up. Because the best-replies are downward

sloping, the result follows. �

Proposition 3.3.1 suggests that, compared to the situation before a merger, the

merging firms will put more effort in the A-innovation and less in the B -innovation

provided that condition (3.6) holds. This condition governs the nature of the (neg-

ative) externality exerted by the investment of a firm in the A-innovation path.

This condition tends to be satisfied when the rewards to the A-innovation rela-

tive to the B -innovation are low enough. Moreover, inspection of the condition

in Proposition 3.3.1 reveals that when B2pjpx
˚,x˚, εAq{BxiBεA ą 0, then the merg-

ing firms will put more effort in the A-innovation after a merger. Likewise, when

B2qjp1´ x
˚,1´ x˚, εBq{BxiBεB ă 0, an increase in εB leads the merging firms to put

more effort in the A-innovation path. Summarizing, when project A has a low reward

and the success probability is rather low, the negative externality exerted by the in-

vestment of a firm in the A-innovation path is weaker than the positive externality

and the merging firms end up putting more effort in the A-innovation.

Whether a merger increases welfare or not is our ultimate research question. To

explore this, we pose the social planner’s problem. Employing the usual welfare

standard, the social planner picks a portfolio of investments x to maximize social
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welfare:

W px,1´ xq “

˜

N
ÿ

i“1

pipxi,x´i, εAq

¸

WA `

˜

N
ÿ

i“1

qip1´ xi,1´ x´i, εBq

¸

WB, (3.7)

where W` “ π` ` CS`, ` “ A,B.

Compared to the payoff of an individual firm, this expression differs in two regards.

First, the social planner cares about the market probability that the innovations

are introduced, and not about the individual firms’ success probabilities. Second,

the social value of an innovation Wi differs in general from the private reward πi,

i “ A,B. These differences constitute two distinct sources of inefficiency of the

market equilibrium.

The first order conditions for social welfare maximization are:

˜

n
ÿ

i“1

Bpipxi,x´i, εAq

Bxk

¸

WA `

˜

n
ÿ

i“1

Bqip1´ xi,1´ x´i, εBq

Bxk

¸

WB “ 0, k “ 1, 2, ..., n.

(3.8)

It is instructive to suppose, for a moment, that the winning firm can perfectly

price discriminate in the product market; or that the product market demand is

rectangular. For these particular cases, only the first source of inefficiency is present

because the winning firm extracts the whole surplus in the product market, i.e. πi “

Wi, i “ A,B. Despite this simplification, it is quite hard to derive the effect of

mergers on welfare without imposing further structure on the model. The reason is

as follows.

Compared to the pre-merger equilibrium, the problem of the merging firms is closer

to the problem of the planner. Notice that the planner internalizes all the negative and

positive externalities a firm imposes on the rival players when picking its investment.
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The merging firms, however, internalize only part of these externalities, concretely,

the externalities imposed on the partner firm. In this sense, the problems of the

planner and the merging firms are more aligned to one another than the problems of

the non-merging firms and the planner. Therefore, everything else constant, a merger

tends to move the investments of the merging firms towards the socially maximising

ones.

Depending on how the investments of the non-merging firms change after a merger,

the equilibrium allocation may increase welfare or not. If the non-merging firms react

by changing their investments in a social welfare reducing manner, the ultimate effect

will depend on the net impact on aggregate investment. It is hard to derive general

conditions under which a merger will improve welfare, even in the simple case in which

firms can perfectly price discriminate in the product market. For cases other than

perfect price discrimination, it is even harder because, as argued above, an additional

source of inefficiency is present. In order to address these questions, we proceed by

introducing more structure in our model.

3.4 Tullock’s (1980) R&D contests

So far we have shown that a merger can result in a change in the firms’ innovation

portfolios. However, we see that if condition (3.6) the merging firm increases, but

non-merging firms decrease investment in A-innovation. On aggregate, the question

that arises is whether collectively the market is more prone to deliver A-innovations

after a merger or not, and how does it affect social gains. Another question of interest

is whether a merger is incentive compatible. That is, do the merging firms in the post-

merger equilibrium earn higher profits than in the pre-merger equilibrium? Finally,
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a relevant issue is how the non-merging firms are affected by the merger? That is, do

non-merging firms benefit when other firms merge?

Addressing these questions in the general model of Section 3.1 is rather difficult

because the investments cannot be computed in closed form. In this section, we

proceed by imposing additional structure on the model. Specifically, let us assume

that the probabilities with which a firm i succeeds to introduce A- and B -innovations

are given by the Tullock (1980) contest success functions:

pipxi,x´i, εAq “
xi

n
ř

k“1

xk ` εA

qip1´ xi,1´ x´i, εBq “
1´ xi

n
ř

k“1

p1´ xkq ` εB

,

In the pre-merger market equilibrium, a firm i maximises the expression:

uipxi,x´iq “
xi

n
ř

k“1

xk ` εA

πA `
1´ xi

n
ř

k“1

p1´ xkq ` εB

πB. (3.9)

The FOC for an interior equilibrium is given by:

ř

k‰i xk ` εA
ˆ

n
ř

k“1

xk ` εA

˙2πA ´
n´ 1` εB ´

ř

k‰i xk
ˆ

n` εB ´
n
ř

k“1

xk

˙2 πB “ 0. (3.10)
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Notice that the second order conditions hold.5

From proposition 3.2.1, existence of a unique symmetric equilibrium is guaranteed.

The following result characterises the SNE under certain conditions, and provides

conditions on the parameters under which the equilibrium is interior.

Proposition 3.4.1. (Pre-merger market equilibrium.) Let the parameters of

the model satisfy the inequality:

πAεB ´ 2nπB `
a

πAεB pπAεB ´ 4πBq

2πB
ă εA ă

πApn` εBq
2

πBpn´ 1` εBq
. (3.11)

Then, there exists a unique (interior) SNE. In equilibrium, firms invest an amount

x˚ P p0, 1q in the A-innovation project, where x˚ is given by the unique solution to:

pn´ 1qx˚ ` εA
pnx˚ ` εAq2

πA ´
n` εB ´ 1´ pn´ 1qx˚

pn` εB ´ nx˚q2
πB “ 0. (3.12)

The rest of the budget, 1´x˚, is invested in the B- innovation project. The equilibrium

investment x˚ increases in πA and εB, and decreases in εA and πB.

Proof. Equation (3.12) simply follows from applying symmetry, i.e. xi “ x˚ for

all i, in the FOC (3.10). Let us denote the LHS of (3.12) as hpx˚q and first notice

that h is continuous and monotone decreasing in x˚. In fact:

dh

dx˚
“ ´

nppn´ 1qx˚ ` εAq ` εA
pnx˚ ` εAq3

πA ´
npn´ 1qp1´ x˚q ` pn` 1qεB

pn` εB ´ nx˚q3
πB ă 0.

5second order condition is given by

´
2
`
ř

k‰i xk ` εA
˘

ˆ

n
ř

k“1

xk ` εA

˙3 πA ´
2
`

n´ 1` εB ´
ř

k‰i xk
˘

ˆ

n` εB ´
n
ř

k“1

xk

˙3 πB ă 0

.
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Moreover, note that

hp0q “
πA
εA
´
n` εB ´ 1

pn` εBq2
πB ą 0 if and only if εA ă

πApn` εBq
2

πBpn` εB ´ 1q

hp1q “
πApn´ 1` εAq

pn` εAq2
´
πB
εB
ă 0 if and only if εA ą

πAεB ´ 2nπB `
a

πAεB pπAεB ´ 4πBq

2πB

The previous three facts prove the statement that the equilibrium is interior.

To show that equilibrium investment x˚ increases in πA and εB and decreases in

εA and πB, we apply implicit differentiation to Equation (3.12). We then obtain:

Bx˚

BπA
“ ´

Bh{BπA
Bh{Bx˚

ą 0,
Bx˚

BεA
“ ´

Bh{BεA
Bh{Bx˚

ă 0

Bx˚

BπB
“ ´

Bh{BπB
Bh{Bx˚

ă 0,
Bx˚

BεB
“ ´

Bh{BεB
Bh{Bx˚

ą 0,

where we have used the derivatives

Bh

Bx˚
“ ´

nppn´ 1qx˚ ` εAq ` εA
pnx˚ ` εAq3

πA ´
npn´ 1qp1´ x˚q ` pn` 1qεB

n2p1´ x˚q2
πB ă 0

Bh

BπA
“
pn´ 1qx˚ ` εA
pnx˚ ` εAq2

ą 0

Bh

BεA
“ ´

pn´ 2qx˚ ` εA
pnx˚ ` εAq3

πA ă 0

Bh

BπB
“ ´

pn´ 1qp1´ x˚q ` εB
pn` εB ´ nx˚q2

ă 0
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Bh

BεB
“
pn´ 2qp1´ x˚q ` εB
pn` εB ´ nx˚q3

πA ă 0

�

The condition in the proposition ensures that corner solutions cannot be equilibria:

if all firms invest solely in the B -innovation path, the condition ensures that the payoff

of a firm strictly increases if the firm deviated by investing in A-innovations. In other

words, the payoff (3.9) is strictly increasing in a neighbourhood of zero. Likewise,

suppose all firms solely invest in A-innovations, then the condition ensures that an

individual firm would gain by deviating by cutting its investment in A-innovations

and investing in B -innovation. In what follows, we assume that the parameters of

the model satisfy the condition in (3.11).

Because we analyze mergers in an n-player game, it is illustrative to follow the

graphical tool devised by Deneckere and Davidson (1985) and build the “pseudo”

reaction functions corresponding to our setting. Deneckere and Davidson plot the

joint reaction function of the potentially merging firms against the non-merging firms

on one hand, and the joint reaction of the non-merging firms against the potentially

merging firms on the other hand. The crossing point between these two reaction

functions depicts the pre-merger symmetric equilibrium.

Let firms i and j be the firms involved in a tentative merger. Let us define

xm “ xi`xj as the joint effort put by these firms in the A-innovation path. Likewise,

let xnm “
ř

k‰i,j xk be the corresponding joint effort of the non-merging firms. Using

this notation, we can compute the joint best-response function of the potentially

merging firms against the non-merging firms as follows. First write the FOCs for
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firms i and j in this way:

xi :
xj ` xnm ` εA

pxm ` xnm ` εAq
2πA ´

n´ 1` εB ´ xj ´ xnm

pn` εB ´ xm ´ xnmq
2 πB “ 0

xj :
xi ` xnm ` εA

pxm ` xnm ` εAq
2πA ´

n´ 1` εB ´ xi ´ xnm

pn` εB ´ xm ´ xnmq
2 πB “ 0

and sum them to obtain:

xm ` 2xnm ` 2εA

pxm ` xnm ` εAq
2πA ´

2pn´ 1` εBq ´ xm ´ 2xnm

pn` εB ´ xm ´ xnmq
2 πB “ 0. (3.13)

This expression defines implicitly the joint best response of firms i and j against

the rest of the firms. Let us denote the LHS of (3.13) as γpxm, xnmq. By the implicit

function theorem, the slope of the best response is:

Bxm
Bxnm

“ ´

Bγ
Bxnm
Bγ
Bxm

“ ´
´

2pxnm`εAq
pxm`xnm`εAq3

πA ´
2pn`εB´2´xnmq
pn`εB´xm´xnmq3

πB

´
pxm`3pxnm`εAqq
pxm`xnm`εAq3

πB ´
p3pn`εBq´xm´3xnm´4q
pn`εB´xm´xnmq3

πB
ă 0,

where the sign stems from the facts that xm ă 2 and xnm ă n ´ 2. So the joint

best-response of the potentially merging firms is downward sloping.

We can construct the joint best-response of the non-merging firms in a similar

way, that is, writing the FOCs of a typical non-merging firm as:

x` :
xm `

ř

k‰i,j,` xk ` εA

pxm ` xnm ` εAq
2 πA ´

n´ 1` εB ´ xm ´
ř

k‰i,j,` xk

pn` εB ´ xm ´ xnmq
2 πB “ 0,
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and summing across ` ‰ i, j to obtain:

xm `
n´3
n´2

xnm ` εA

pxm ` xnm ` εAq
2 πA ´

n´ 1` εB ´ xm ´
n´3
n´2

xnm

pn` εB ´ xm ´ xnmq
2 πB “ 0. (3.14)

This expression defines implicitly the joint best response of the non-merging firms

against the potentially merging firms i and j. Let us denote the LHS of (3.14) as

βpxm, xnmq. By the implicit function theorem, the slope of the best response is:

Bxnm
Bxm

“ ´

Bβ
Bxm
Bβ
Bxnm

“ ´
´
pn´2qxm`pn´4qxnm`pn´2qεA

pxm`xnm`εAq3
πA ´

pn´2qpn´2`εBq´pn´2qxm´pn´4qxnm
pn`εB´xm´xnmq3

πB

´
pn´1qxm`pn´3qxnm`pn´1qεA

pxm`xnm`εAq3
πA ´

npn´3q`pn´1qεB`4´pn´1qxm´pn´3qxnm
pn`εB´xm´xnmq3

πB
ă 0,

(3.15)

for all n ě 4. Therefore, for n ě 4, the two pseudo best response functions are

decreasing and cross only once. The crossing point gives the pre-merger symmetric

Nash equilibrium.

We represent these pseudo best response functions in Figure 3.1. In this figure

we have the joint effort of the potentially merging firms, denoted xm, in the vertical

axes, while in the horizontal axes we have the joint effort of the non-merging firms,

denoted xnm. The best response functions are plotted for an oligopoly market with

4 firms, and for parameters εA “ 4, πA “ 2, εB “ 1 and πB “ 1. The crossing

point is xm “ xnm “ 1.084, which signifies that each firm invests x˚ “ 0.541 in the

A-innovation and 1´ x˚ “ 0.459 in the B -innovation path.

We now study the effects of a merger on the equilibrium allocation of investment
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Figure 3.1: Pre-merger market equilibrium

efforts. Suppose firms i, j P N merge. The payoff to the merged entity is:

umpxi, xj; ¨q “
xi

n
ř

k“1

xk ` εA

πA `
1´ xi

n
ř

k“1

p1´ xkq ` εB

πB `
xj

n
ř

k“1

xk ` εA

πA `
1´ xj

n
ř

k“1

p1´ xkq ` εB

πB

“
xi ` xj
n
ř

k“1

xk ` εA

πA `
2´ xi ´ xj

n
ř

k“1

p1´ xkq ` εB

πB. (3.16)

Inspection of the payoff in Equation (3.16) reveals that the merged entity is indif-

ferent between putting effort in two research labs where the firm pursuesA-innovations

or just in one, and obviously the same applies to B -innovations. Correspondingly,

let us define xm ” xi ` xj as the total investment of the merged entity into the A-

innovation path. The total investment of the merged entity into the B -innovation

path is then 2´ xm. Non-merging firms continue to maximize the payoff in (3.9).

The FOCs necessary for an interior equilibrium for the merged entity and the
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non-merging firms are, respectively:

ř

k‰m xk ` εA
ˆ

xm `
n
ř

k‰m

xk ` εA

˙2πA ´
n´ 2` εB ´

ř

k‰m xk
ˆ

n` εB ´ xm ´
n
ř

k‰m

xk

˙2πB “ 0, (3.17)

xm `
ř

k‰m,` xk ` εA
ˆ

xm `
n
ř

k‰m

xk ` εA

˙2πA ´
n´ 1` εB ´ xm ´

ř

k‰m,` xk
ˆ

n` εB ´ xm ´
n
ř

k‰m

xk

˙2 πB “ 0. (3.18)

As before, the second order conditions hold so the existence of a Nash equilibrium

is established by the same arguments as in Proposition 3.2.1.

After applying symmetry for the non-merging firms and setting xnm “
ř

k‰i,j xk ,

these FOCs simplify to:

xnm ` εA

pxm ` xnm ` εAq
2πA ´

n´ 2` εB ´ xnm

pn` εB ´ xm ´ xnmq
2πB “ 0. (3.19)

xm `
n´3
n´2

xnm ` εA

pxm ` xnm ` εAq
2 πA ´

n´ 1` εB ´ xm ´
n´3
n´2

xnm

pn` εB ´ xm ´ xnmq
2 πB “ 0. (3.20)

Proposition 3.4.2. (Post-merger equilibrium) If a merger occurs the merged

entity increases investment in the A-innovation path if and only if εA{πA ą εB{πB.

Proof.

To prove this result, we compute the difference between the FOC of the merged

entity after the merger with that of a potentially merging firm before the merger and

evaluate it at the pre-merger equilibrium x˚. Because the FOCs of the non-merging
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firms remain the same, if this difference is positive we conclude that the merged entity

invests more in A-innovation after the merger.

∆px˚q “
Bum
Bxi

px˚q ´
Bu

Bxi
px˚q “

´x˚

pnx˚ ` εAq2
πA `

p1´ x˚q

pn` εB ´ nx˚q
2πB

Using the first order condition evaluated at the pre-merger equilibrium (3.12), this

difference can be rewritten as

∆px˚q “
πBpp1´ x

˚qεA ´ x
˚εBq

ppn´ 1qx˚ ` εAqpnp1´ x˚q ` εBqq2

This difference is positive whenever p1´ x˚qεA ´ x˚εB ą 0, which requires that

x˚ ă
εA

εA ` εB
. (3.21)

In order to find the parameters under which this condition holds, we evaluate the

FOC (3.12) at the value εA
εA`εB

, which gives:

´
pεA ` εBqpn´ 1` εA ` εBqpεAπB ´ εBπAq

εAεBpn` εA ` εAπBq2

This expression is negative whenever εA{πA ą εB{πB. Because the FOC is a

decreasing function of x˚, this implies that the condition (3.21) holds. Therefore, the

merged entity increases investment in the A innovation project. This concludes the

proof.

�

We illustrate Proposition 3.4.2 in Figure 3.2. This Figure builds on Figure 3.1 by

adding the best-response of the merging firms after the merger, which is denoted by
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x̃mpxnmq. Because the parameters of the model satisfy the condition in the propo-

sition, the best-response of the merging firms after the merger lies above the best-

response of the merging firms before the merger in a neighbourhood of the pre-merger

equilibrium x˚. Because the best-replies are decreasing, the post-merger equilibrium

necessarily has the merging firms putting in a greater investment in the A-innovation

x˚m and the non-merging firms putting in a lower investment x˚nm.

xmHxnmL

x
�
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x
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x
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Figure 3.2: Post-merger market equilibrium

When the parameters of the model violate the condition εA{πA ą εB{πB, the

merger results in the merging firms putting less effort into the A-innovation path.

This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.3. In this Figure we increase the parameter

εB to 2.5; the rest of the parameters remain the same as in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. The

graph on the left hand side shows the pseudo reaction functions in the pre-merger

symmetric equilibrium. On right-hand-side graph we add the best-response of the

merging firms after the merger. It can be seen that the best-response of the merging

firms after the merger falls below the best-response of the merging firms before the

merger in a neighbourhood of the pre-merger market equilibrium. As a result, post-

merger, the merging firms cut investment in the A-innovation while the non-merging
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firms increase it.
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Figure 3.3: Pre- and post-merger market equilibrium

If εA{πA ą εB{πB, then the merging firms increase their investment in the A-

innovation path, while the non-merging firms decrease it. What happens on aggre-

gate?

Proposition 3.4.3. If εA{πA ą păqεB{πB, aggregate investment in the A-innovation

path increases (decreases) after a merger.

Proof. To prove this result, we make use of the pseudo reaction functions analysed
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above. In the pre-merger symmetric equilibrium, this total investment is equal to nx˚,

where x˚ solves (3.12). In the post-merger equilibrium, we have denoted the total

investment in the A-innovation path by xm`xnm. The change from nx˚ to xm`xnm

after the merger is determined by the slope of the joint best response of the non-

merging firms, given by the expression (3.20).

Under the condition εA{πA ą εB{πB, we know that xm increases compared to 2x˚

after the merger while xnm decreases compared to pn ´ 2qx˚. Consequently, if the

slope of the pseudo best-response of the non-merging firm is smaller than ´1 then the

increase in xm is larger than the reduction in xnm and therefore aggregate investment

in the A-innovation path increases after the merger.

The slope of the pseudo best-response of the non-merging firms is given in (3.15).

This slope if smaller than ´1 provided that

pn´ 1qxm ` pn´ 3qxnm ` pn´ 1qεA
pxm ` xnm ` εAq3

πA `
npn´ 3q ` pn´ 1qεB ` 4´ pn´ 1qxm ´ pn´ 3qxnm

pn` εB ´ xm ´ xnmq3
ą

pn´ 2qxm ` pn´ 4qxnm ` pn´ 2qεA
pxm ` xnm ` εAq3

πA `
pn´ 2qpn´ 2` εBq ´ pn´ 2qxm ´ pn´ 4qxnm

pn` εB ´ xm ´ xnmq3
πB,

which, after rearranging, is equivalent to

1

pxm ` xnm ` εAq2
πA ą ´

1

pn` εB ´ xm ´ xnmq2
πB,

which is always satisfied because the RHS is negative. As a result, total investment

xm ` xnm increases after a merger. �

Next, we study conditions under which a merger is beneficial for consumers. To
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do this, we define the social welfare criterion as the expected consumer surplus:

W “
X

X ` εA
CSA `

n´X

n` εB ´X
CSB, (3.22)

where X ” xm ` xnm is the aggregate industry investment in the A-innovation path.

Pre-merger, this aggregate investment is Xpre “ nx˚; post-merger, this is given by

Xpost “ x˚m ` x
˚
nm. From Proposition 3.4.3 we know that Xpost ą Xpre.

Note that the first summand in (3.22) is increasing in X. The second summand,

by contrast, is decreasing in X. Because X increases after the merger, there is a

tradeoff. The aggregate industry investment in the A-innovation path that maximises

the welfare criterion is given by the solution to the following first order condition:

εA
pX ` εAq2

CSA ´
εB

pn´X ` εBq2
CSB “ 0. (3.23)

Let X˚
W be the optimal aggregate investment that solves equation (3.23). We say that

the market over- (under)-invest in the A-innovation when the aggregate investment

exceeds (resp. falls short of) the social optimum. In the pre-merger market, over-

(under)-investment occurs when nx˚ ą păqX˚
W .

Our next result provides conditions under which the pre-merger market equilib-

rium is distorted relative to the consumer surplus maximizing portfolio. For this

purpose it is convenient to define the function:

f
`

CSA{CSB;n, εA, εB
˘

”
CSA
CSB

˜

npn´ 1` εB `
n´1
n
εAq `

?
εAεB

b

CSA
CSB

npn´ 1` εA `
n´1
n
εBq

b

CSA
CSB

`
?
εAεB

¸

c

εA
εB

Proposition 3.4.4. Suppose the social planner maximizes the expected consumer
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surplus. The pre-merger market equilibrium exhibits under-investment in the A-

innovation and correspondingly over-investment in the B-innovation if and only if:

πA
πB

ă f
`

CSA{CSB;n, εA, εB
˘

. (3.24)

The pre-merger market over-invests in the A-innovation and under-invests in the B-

innovation if and only if the above inequality is reversed.

Proof. We first calculate the socially optimal investment in the A-innovation,

X˚
W , by solving equation (3.23):

X˚
W “

n` εB ´ εA

b

CSBεB
CSAεA

1`
b

CSBεB
CSAεA

. (3.25)

We now rewrite the FOC (3.10) in terms of aggregate investment X in the A-

innovation path as follows:

Buip¨q

Bxi
“

n´1
n
X ` εA

pX ` εAq2
πA ´

n´1
n
pn´Xq ` εB

pn´X ` εBq2
πB. (3.26)

At the pre-merger market equilibrium X˚ “ nx˚, this expression is equal to zero. We

now evaluate it at the socially optimal aggregate investment, X˚
W :

Buip¨q

Bxi

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

X“X˚W

“ n
´

1`
εA
εB
`
n´ 1

εB

¯´

1´

πB
CSB
πA
CSA

c

CSBεA
CSAεB

¯

´

´

1`
εA
εB

πB
CSB
πA
CSA

¯´

1´

c

CSBεA
CSAεB

¯

.

(3.27)

If the above expression is negative, it implies that X˚ ă X˚
W ; in different words, the

market under-invests in the A-innovation path and correspondingly over-invests in
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the B -innovation path. Solving the inequality Buip¨q
Bxi

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

X“X˚W

ă 0 in πA
πB

gives condition

(3.24) in the proposition. If (3.27) is instead positive, then the market over-invests

in the A-innovation path and under-invests in the B -innovation path. �

Similarly, we derive conditions under which the industry’s innovation portfolio is

biased in the post-merger market. For that purpose, consider the system of the FOCs

for the merged and non-merged entities respectively:

xnm ` εA
pxm ` xnm ` εAq2

πA ´
n´ 2` εB ´ xnm

pn` εB ´ xm ´ xnmq2
πB “ 0 (3.28)

xm `
pn´3q
pn´2q

xnm ` εA

pxm ` xnm ` εAq2
πA ´

n´ 1` εB ´ xm ´
pn´3q
pn´2q

xnm

pn` εB ´ xm ´ xnmq2
πB “ 0 (3.29)

Recollect that the total investment in A-innovation by the merged entity is xm “

xi ` xj, while the aggregate investment by all non-merging firms is xnm “
ř

k‰i,j xk.

Summing up (3.28) and (n-2)*(3.29) we get

n´2
n´1

Xm ` εA

pXm ` εAq2
πA ´

n´2
n´1
pn´Xmq ` εB

pn´Xm ` εBq2
πB “ 0 (3.30)

The above equation is expressed in terms of industry’s aggregate investment in A-

innovation,Xm “ xm`xnm. Our next result provides conditions under which the post-

merger market equilibrium is distorted relative to the consumer surplus maximizing
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portfolio. For that purpose, we define the function

g
`

CSA{CSB;n, εA, εB
˘

”
CSA
CSB

˜

pn´ 2qpn` εAq
b

CSBεA
CSAεB

` εA

´

1` pn´ 1q
b

CSBεB
CSAεA

¯

pn` εBqpn´ 2q ` εA

´

n´ 1`
b

CSBεB
CSAεA

¯

¸

Proposition 3.4.5. The post-merger market equilibrium exhibits under-investment

in the A-innovation and correspondingly over-investment in the B-innovation if and

only if:
πA
πB

ă g
`

CSA{CSB;n, εA, εB
˘

. (3.31)

The market over-invests in the A-innovation and under-invests in the B-innovation

if and only if the above inequality is reversed.

Proof. The socially optimal investment in the A-innovation continues to be

X˚
W “

n` εB ´ εA

b

CSBεB
CSAεA

1`
b

CSBεB
CSAεA

. (3.32)

From equation (3.30) we have the following FOC

n´2
n´1

X ` εA

pX ` εAq2
πA ´

n´2
n´1
pn´Xq ` εB

pn´X ` εBq2
πB. (3.33)

Following the approach in proposition 3.4.4, the above expression at socially optimal

aggregate investment, X˚
W , to obtain the condition (3.31). �

Propositions 3.4.4 and 3.4.5 show that the pre- and post-merger market equilib-

rium portfolio will in general deviate from the expected consumer surplus maximizing

one. Further, they give conditions under which the bias is in favor of project A and

therefore against project B in the pre- and post-merger market respectively. For
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fixed parameters n, εA and εB, inspection of the conditions (3.24) and (3.31) reveals

that what matters for the bias is the relation between the relative profitability to the

relative consumer surplus of the innovations.

ΕA

ΕB

I II

III

IVV

VI

gH.L

45o

fH.L

SA�SB

ΠA�ΠB

Figure 3.4: Efficiency of the market equilibrium: surplus appropriability

To understand this relation, figure 3.4 plots conditions (3.24) and (3.31) in the

πA{πB ´ CSA{CSB space for fixed parameters n, εA and εB. The horizontal line

with intercept εA{εB divides the space into two regions based on profitability. Above

the line, the A-innovation is more profitable and below it the B -innovation is more

profitable. The two upward sloping curves represent conditions (3.24) and (3.31).

For pairs of innovations above both the curves the pre- and post-merger market over-

invests in the A-innovation and therefore under-invests in the B -innovation. Formally,

the condition is
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πA
πB

ą max tf
`

CSA{CSB;n, εA, εB
˘

, g
`

CSA{CSB;n, εA, εB
˘

u.

Similarly, for pairs of innovations below both the curves (the above inequality is

reversed) it is the opposite: the market under-invests in the A-innovation and thus

over-invests in the B -innovation. For pairs of innovations that are above one curve,

but below the other curve, a merger changes the market distortion. For instance,

consider an innovation pair that satisfies the following inequality

f
`

CSA{CSB;n, εA, εB
˘

ă
πA
πB

ă g
`

CSA{CSB;n, εA, εB
˘

.

In this case the pre-merger market under-invests, but the post-merger market over-

invests in the A-innovation path. The opposite holds if the above inequality is re-

versed.

With the help of figure 3.4, and with the result of Propositions 3.4.3 at hand, we

can determine the effects of mergers on social welfare. The upward sloping curves

fp.q and gp.q along with the horizontal line split the πA{πB ´ CSA{CSB space into

six regions of market conditions. These regions can be classified in terms of relative

profitability and over- or under-investment in the pre- or post-merger markets for A-

and B -innovations.

As shown in Proposition 3.4.3, for pairs of innovations below (resp. above) the

horizontal line a merger increases total investment in the A (resp. B) innovation.

Consider pairs of innovations in region I. For these types of innovations, the A-

project is more profitable and has a higher total surplus appropriability. The pre- and

post-merger markets over-invest in the A-project and under-invest in the B -project.
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It follows from Proposition 3.4.3 that, because πA{εA ą πB{εB or, equivalently, the

A-project is more profitable than the B -project, a merger decreases investment in the

A-innovation and increases investment in the B -innovation. Because for this region

of parameters the pre-merger market over-invests in the A-project, a merger increases

social welfare. By a similar reasoning, a merger always increases social welfare for

pairs of innovations in region IV .

Consider now pairs of innovations in region III. The pre- and post- merger market

under-invests in the A-innovation and over-invests in the B -innovation. Because the

A-innovation is more profitable in this region, Proposition 3.4.3 implies that a merger

further decreases investment in the A-innovation and increases investment in the B -

innovation. Thus, a merger decreases social welfare. A similar argumentation allows

us to conclude that a merger decreases social welfare provided that the parameters

fall in region V I.

The impact of a merger for pairs of innovations falling in regions II and V depend

on the other parameters of the model, that is n, εA and εB. Note that for innovations in

region II, the pre-merger market over-invests in the A-innovation project. Although a

merger decreases investment in that project, the post-merger market under-invests in

the A-innovation path. It is unclear what is better for social welfare: pre-merger over-

investment or post-merger under-investment in project A. The same considerations

apply to region V .

The following result summarises our findings:

Proposition 3.4.6. Suppose the social planner maximizes the expected consumer

surplus. For any fixed n, εA and εB, if the parameters of the model fall in:

(i) Region I (resp. IV ): a merger always increases social welfare by reducing (resp.

increasing) investment in project A and increasing (decreasing) it in project B.
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(ii) Regions III (resp. V I): a merger always decreases social welfare by further

reducing (increasing) investment in project A and increasing (reducing) it in project

B.

(iii) Regions II and V : a merger may or may not increase welfare depending on

parameters.

Next, we discuss two special cases of economic interest of the model discussed till

now.

3.4.1 Perfect price discrimination

In our model the winning firm monopolises the market and therefore its profits depend

on the extent to which the innovator can extract consumer surplus in the market.

Suppose the innovator is able to sell each product at the buyer’s reservation price. In

other words, suppose the innovating firm can practise perfect price discrimination in

the product market. In such a case, in both product markets consumers obtain zero

surplus, that is, CSA “ CSB “ 0. Maximizing social welfare is then equivalent to

maximizing the criterion:

WTS “
X

X ` εA
πA `

n´X

n` εB ´X
πB. (3.34)

It is straightforward to derive the following result corresponding to proposition

3.4.4: the pre-merger market equilibrium exhibits under-investment in the A-innovation

and correspondingly over-investment in the B-innovation if and only if:

πA
πB

ă f
`

πA{πB;n, εA, εB
˘

“
εA
εB
. (3.35)
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The analysis around Figure 3.5 can easily be adapted to capture the case of perfect

price discrimination. For this, we just need to focus on the 45 degree line in figure

3.5. Consider any point
´

π̂A
π̂B
, π̂A
π̂B

¯

such that the pre-merger market exhibits over-

investment in B -innovation, i.e. inequality (3.35) is satisfied. As the B -innovation

path is more profitable, a merger decreases aggregate industry investment in B -

innovation (proposition 3.4.3). The industry’s innovation portfolio in post-merger

market is modified such that the distortion tends to decrease.

Π
`
A

Π
`
B

Π
`
A

Π
`
B

Π�A

Π�B

Π�A

Π�B

ΕA

ΕB

45o

CSA

CSB

ΠA

ΠB

Figure 3.5: Efficiency of the pre-merger market equilibrium: perfect price discrimi-
nation

A similar argument holds for the point
´

π1A
π1B
,
π1A
π1B

¯

. The pre-merger market exhibits

over-investment in A-innovation, i.e. the inequality sign in (3.35) is reversed. As the

A-innovation path is more profitable, a merger decreases aggregate industry invest-

ment in A-innovation (proposition 3.4.3). Again, the post-merger market equilibrium

tends to decrease the distortion. In conclusion, mergers always improve societal wel-

fare (total surplus) if innovators can perfectly price discriminate. Summarizing:
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Proposition 3.4.7. Assume that the winner of a contest can perfectly price discrim-

inate in the product market. Then, a merger increases social welfare.

3.4.2 Architectural innovations

An innovation is termed architectural if it results from changes in the manner in which

the components of a product are linked to one another (the architecture of the prod-

uct) without changing its core components (Henderson and Clark, 1990). The market

value of such innovations is solely determined by improving the existing technology’s

architecture to serve a new market. As the existing technology is sufficient for the

new market, the innovator is the firm providing an architecture that best fits the

requirements of the new market. Therefore, we model these innovations by assuming

that the probability they happen to be introduced is equal to 1.

Suppose that one of the innovations is architectural, say, the B -innovation so that

εB Ñ 0. Hence, social welfare for this case is:6

W “
X

X ` εA
CSA ` CSB. (3.36)

Note that welfare increases monotonically in the aggregate investment made by the

industry in the A-project (as long as there is an infinitesimal investment in the B -

project).7.

Similarly as above, we can easily adapt our reasoning around Figure 3.6 to ac-

commodate the case of architectural innovations. Observe that when εB Ñ 0 the red
6If both innovations are architectural, welfare becomes independent of investment and then merg-

ers do not have problem any longer a welfare dimension to discuss.
7If all firms refrain from investing in the B -innovation, then the aggregate probability of obtaining

it is zero.
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horizontal line moves to infinity. This signifies that the B -innovation is always more

profitable than the A-innovation. Therefore, the πA{πB ´ CSA{CSB space can be

classified into two regions. In Region I, the appropriability of total surplus is higher

in the A-innovation market; in Region II, it is the opposite.

45o

I

II

CSA

CSB

ΠA

ΠB

Figure 3.6: Efficiency of the pre-merger market equilibrium: incremental innovations

When B is an architectural innovation the pre-merger market equilibrium nec-

essarily exhibits over-investment in the B and correspondingly under-investment in

A. As the B -innovation is more profitable, a merger decreases investment in the

B -project and improves welfare. This improvement is independent of total surplus

appropriability. Our next result summarizes:

Proposition 3.4.8. Assume that the B-innovation is architectural and therefore is

obtained with probability 1. Then, a merger always increases social welfare.
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3.5 Extensions

3.5.1 Variable budget model

In this section, we relax the assumption that firms are research-budget constrained

(Assumption 2). As described in Section 3.1, a firm i that invests xi ě 0 in the

A-innovation path and yi ě 0 in the B -innovation path has a payoff:

uipxi, yi;x´i,y´iq “ pipxi,x´i, εAqπA ` qipyi,y´i, εBqπB ´ cpxi ` yiq (3.37)

where cpxi ` yiq is the total cost of investment, with cp¨q increasing and convex. The

rest of the model assumptions remain the same as in Section 3.1.

In the pre-merger situation, a firm i chooses xi and yi to maximize the payoff in

3.37. The FOCs for profits maximization are:

Bpipxi,x´i, εAq

Bxi
πA ´

Bcpxi ` yiq

Bxi
“ 0 (3.38)

Bqipyi,y´i, εBq

Byi
πB ´

Bcpxi ` yiq

Byi
“ 0. (3.39)

Equations (3.38) and (3.39) imply that the marginal gains from investing in a project

must equal the marginal cost of total investment. Further, as the effect of a change

in investments xi and yi on the total cost, cpxi ` yiq, is symmetric, the marginal cost

of investment is equal across projects:

c1pxi ` yiq “
Bcpxi ` yiq

Bxi
“
Bcpxi ` yiq

Byi
. (3.40)
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From equations (3.38), (3.39) and (3.40) we have:

Bpipxi,x´i, εAq

Bxi
πA “

Bqipyi,y´i, εBq

Byi
πB “ c1pxi ` yiq (3.41)

Recall that under Assumption 2, firms choose the optimal portfolio to equalize the

marginal profits across innovations. When the firms are not budget-constrained, in

addition to this requirement, the marginal profits from the A-innovation and the B -

innovation must equal the marginal cost. Despite this difference, we will next show

that this case yields results similar to those in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

3.5.2 Pre-merger equilibrium

The bi-dimensional nature of the problem to be solved makes it difficult to analyze the

existence of equilibrium. We follow an approach recently developed by Hefti (2017)

that imposes regularity conditions on the payoff function that guarantee the existence

and uniqueness of a symmetric equilibrium.

Proposition 3.5.1. There exists a unique symmetric Nash equilibrium (SNE) de-

noted x˚i “ x˚ ě 0 and y˚i “ y˚ ě 0 for all i P N , and is given by the solution

to:
Bpipx

˚,x˚´i, εAq

Bxi
πA “

Bqipy
˚,y˚´i, εBq

Byi
πB “ c1px˚ ` y˚q (3.42)

The SNE is interior provided that Bpip0,0,εAq
Bxi

πA ą c1py˚q and Bqip0,0,εBq
Byi

πB ą c1px˚q.

Proof. See the Appendix B. �

As we are interested only in the interior solutions, we assume henceforth that the

conditions for an interior equilibrium hold.
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3.5.3 Post-merger equilibrium

Consider now that firms i and j merge. In such a case, the merged entity chooses

investments xi, xj, yi and yj to maximise the payoff:

umpxi, yi;x´i,y´iq “ pipxi,x´i, εAqπA ` qipyi,y´i, εBqπB ´ cpxi ` yiq

` pjpxj,x´j, εAqπA ` qjpyj,y´j, εBqπB ´ cpxj ` yjq

The FOCs for profits maximisation with respect to xi and yi are given by:

Bpipxi,x´i, εAq

Bxi
πA `

Bpjpxj,x´j, εAq

Bxi
πA ´ c

1
pxi ` yiq “ 0 (3.43)

Bqipyi,y´i, εBq

Byi
πB `

Bqjpyj,y´j, εBq

Byi
πB ´ c

1
pxi ` yiq “ 0 (3.44)

The second summand of equation (3.43) (resp. equation (3.44)) is the negative ex-

ternality firm i investment in the A-innovation (resp. B-innovation) exerts on its

partner’s chance of winning the contest for that innovation. The FOC for profits

maximisation with respect to xj and yj are similar and therefore omitted.

Non-merging firms continue to maximise the payoff in (3.37) and the corresponding

FOCs for an interior equilibrium are the same as those given in (3.38) and (3.39) .

The intuition why the effect of a merger on investment levels in this case in which

the firms are not research-budget constrained is similar to that in the main body

of the chapter follows from the following observation. Because the cost function is

convex, the marginal cost of investment in the A-innovation increases with investment

in the B -innovation. That is:

B2cpxi ` yiq

BxiByi
ą 0 ùñ

Bcpxi ` y
1
iq

Bxi
ą
Bcpxi ` yiq

Bxi
for all xi, yi, y1i with y

1
i ą yi.
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Therefore, if a firm increases its investment, say, in the B -innovation, then the

marginal net gains from investing in the A-innovation go down and the firm will

tend to decrease investment in such a project. As investment in the A-innovation de-

creases, firm i’s probability of winning the contest for the A-innovation also decreases,

which exerts a positive externality on firm j. This cross-project effect is similar to

that implied by Assumption 2.

The net effect of the internalisation of the negative and positive externalities due

to a merger is ambiguous, and can therefore be towards either more or less investment

in the most profitable and/or socially desirable type of innovation. Our next result

explores this net effect. Before presenting it, a few comments on the existence of

an interior post-merger Nash equilibrium are in order. Notice that the payoff of the

merged entity is the sum of the payoffs of firms i and j. The additive structure retains

the properties of the payoff function, and hence the existence of an equilibrium can

easily be established. To ensure that the equilibrium is interior, we need further

regularity conditions. In what follows we assume that these conditions hold and we

focus on comparing the pre- and post-merger equilibria of our model.

Proposition 3.5.2. Assume that firms i and j merge. Then, compared to the pre-

merger equilibrium, the merged firms will invest more in the A-innovation and less in

the B-innovation if and only if:

´
Bpjpx

˚,x˚´i, εAq

Bxi
πA ă c1

´

x˚ ` rpx˚, πB, εBq
¯

´ c1
´

x˚ ` rmpx
˚, x˚, πB, εBq

¯

(3.45)

The non-merging firms, by contrast, will invest less in the A-innovation and more in

B-innovation.

Proof. See Appendix B. � Proposition 3.5.2 suggests that, compared to the
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situation before a merger, the merging firms will put more effort in the A-project and

less in the B one provided that condition (3.45) holds. The LHS of inequality (3.45)

is the negative externality firm i imposes on its partner firm j through its investment

in the A-innovation. As Bpjpx˚,x˚´i, εAq{Bxi ă 0, the LHS is positive and represents

the magnitude of this negative externality.

On the RHS of (3.45), we evaluate the pre- and post- merger investment in the

B -innovation for a fixed level of investment x˚ in the A-innovation. Observe that if

firms do not change their investment in the A-project, then a merger only internalises

the negative externality arising from investment in the B -project. Therefore, the

merging firm decreases investment in the B -innovation, that is:

rmpx
˚, x˚, πB, εBq ă rpx˚, πB, εBq.

Because the marginal cost function is increasing, the RHS of (3.45) is always positive.

The RHS of equation (3.45) is analogous to the positive externality exerted by firm i

on firm j’s B -innovation path. In the variable budget model, this positive externality

is exerted via the increase in the marginal cost of investing in project B. Proposition

3.5.2 suggests that the merging firms will invest more in the A-innovation if this

positive externality exceeds the negative externality.

Next, we study the effect of a merger on the total investment of the partner firms.

Proposition 3.5.3. Assume that condition (3.45) is satisfied. Then, the merged

entity reduces total investment in the research projects. That is: x˚m ` y˚m ă x˚ ` y˚.

Proof. As usual, let px˚, y˚q and px˚m, y˚mq denote the pre- and post-merger equi-

librium investments, respectively. These equilibrium investments satisfy the FOCs
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(3.38) and (3.43). Therefore:

c1px˚ ` y˚q “
Bpipx

˚,x˚´i, εAq

Bxi
πA

c1px˚m ` y
˚
mq “

Bpipx
˚
m,x

˚
nm, εAq

Bxi
πA `

Bpjpx
˚
m,x

˚
nm, εAq

Bxi
πA

Subtracting the two equations above gives:

c1px˚m`y
˚
mq´c

1
px˚`y˚q “

Bpjpx
˚
m,x

˚
nm, εAq

Bxi
πA`

´

Bpipx
˚
m,x

˚
nm, εAq

Bxi
´
Bpipx

˚,x˚´i, εAq

Bxi

¯

πA.

When condition (3.45) of Proposition 3.5.2 holds, we have x˚m ą x˚ and x˚nm ă x˚.

In such a case, assumption 1d implies Bpipx
˚
m,x

˚
nm,εAq

Bxi
ă

Bpipx
˚,x˚

´i,εAq

Bxi
and assumption

1c means that Bpjpx
˚
m,x

˚
nm,εAq

Bxi
ă 0. Together, these two inequalities imply that the

marginal cost of the merged firm decreases post merger:

c1px˚m ` y
˚
mq ´ c

1
px˚ ` y˚q ă 0.

As the cost function is strictly convex, c2 ą 0, this means that the total investment

decreases post merger, x˚m ` y˚m ă x˚ ` y˚. �

Proposition 3.5.3 implies that the increase in the effort put into the A-innovation

is less than the decrease in the effort exerted into the B -innovation one if condition

(3.45) holds. Hence, the total innovation effort of the merging firms decreases.

From the point of view of welfare maximization, this result introduces a novel

tradeoff for mergers: in the post-merger equilibrium the merged firms reduce invest-

ment but the allocation of funding across projects is more sound. The question is how

these two effects fare against one another. To understand this, consider the limiting
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case in which the slope of the cost function cp.q is close to zero up to the point where

total investment is 1, and thereafter the slope becomes very large approaching infin-

ity. This situation is virtually equivalent to the one in the main body of the chapter

where the budget is constrained to be equal to 1. For such a case, the impact of

the merger on total investment ought to be negligible and therefore most of its effect

would be related to the portfolio adjustment we have conducted in section 3.4.

As we depart from this limiting case, the reduction of total investment becomes

more and more significant from a welfare viewpoint. By continuity, we expect that

there will be a sufficiently steep cost function for which the investment effect domi-

nates the portfolio effect and mergers turn welfare reducing. A detailed analysis of

the trade-off between the investment effect and the portfolio effect in more general

situations is left for future research.

3.6 Conclusion

We have presented a model in which firms make investments in an innovation portfolio

with two research projects. Putting money in a project signifies engaging in an R&D

contest with rival firms. One project is more profitable than the other. When the

winning firm appropriates the bulk of the social surplus generated by the innovation,

which occurs when firms can perfectly price discriminate or when demand is quite

horizontal, then in the pre-merger market equilibrium, firms over-invest in the most

profitable project relative to the social optimum. In such a case, we have shown that

a merger is always socially desirable.

In more general cases, the market bias depends on how the surplus the winning

firm can appropriate varies across projects. When the most profitable project is
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also the most appropriable, then a merger increases welfare by aligning the market

and the social incentives. By contrast, when the most profitable project is the least

appropriable, then a merger can decrease welfare by further desaligning the social

and the market incentives. For this type of settings, our research supports the idea

that competition authorities must deal with mergers on a case-by-case basis.

We have argued that our results carry over to the case in which firms choose

how much money to spend on research as well as how to allocate that money across

projects. Allowing the firms to choose how much to invest in the projects does not

alter the basic intuition that investing in one project increases the marginal cost of

investing in the other project, which is at the heart of our analysis. Despite the fact

that a merger results in lower aggregate investment, the fact that a merger can be

a corrective device in regard to the nature of the innovation portfolio can make a

merger socially desirable.
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Chapter 4

Peaceful Agreements to Share a

River˚

In this chapter, we develop a model of conflict resolution over scarce water in a trans-

boundary river. Using contest success functions, we develop a decision model, where

after investing effort into building some military, the countries either bargain over the

(surplus of) river water or engage in warfare.

The problem of river water sharing is of considerable practical importance: 148

rivers in the world flow through two countries, 30 through three, 9 through four, and

13 through five or more (Barret (1994)). International law states that the nations

along a transboundary river should mutually agree on sharing the river through ne-

gotiations, but it is not specified to what extend unilateral decisions can be made in

the absence of agreement. Moreover, such negotiations are often deadlocked, because

almost all governments in water stressed regions became aware of the water issues
˚This chapter is based on ’Peaceful Agreements to Share a River’, R. van den Brink and S.

Nevrekar, Working Paper.
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after having experienced serious shortages. Unless politics either deepens or broadens

the water agenda, as in e.g. Bennett, Ragland and Yolles (1998), the situation is most

likely to stay put or might even deteriorate ending in conflict. Many researchers in

economics and game theory have addressed the water issue, see for instance Carraro,

Machiori and Sgobbi (2005a,b), Dinar, Ratner and Yaron (1992) and Dinar, Kemper,

Blomquist, Diez and Sine (2005) for extensive surveys1. A feature peculiar to inter-

national rivers is the one-directionality of the water flow. International water law, as

laid down in the Helsinki Rules of 1966 and the UN Convention on the Law of the

Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses of 1997, does neither recognize

claims by upstream countries on the water caught on its territory, nor downstream

nations claims of historical rights, which makes the application of negotiation theory

even more difficult. The international river problem is studied in for instance Kilgour

and Dinar (1995, 2001), Bennett, Ragland and Yolles (1998), Ambec and Sprumont

(2002), Supalla, Klaus, Yeboah and Bruins (2002) and Ambec and Ehlers (2008).

Ambec and Sprumont (2002) were the first to apply cooperative games to this

problem and provided cooperative solutions to river water sharing. Ambec and Ehlers

(2008) provide solutions in the case when agents are satiable and there are external-

ities of cooperation. Ansink and Weikard (2012) provide sequential solutions to the

problem using a bankruptcy rule. Ambec, Dinar and Mckinney (2013) look at the

effect of reduced flows on the credible agreements. An overview of the cooperative

approach to river water allocation can be found in Béal, Ghintran, Rémila and Solal

(2013)2.
1Baliga and Sjostrom (2018) deal with a similar bargaining problem related to warfare.
2A different but related problem is that of allocating responsibility for polluting a river as con-

sidered in , e.g. Ni and Wang (2007), Dong, Ni and Wang (2012), Alcalde-Unzu, Gómez-Rua and
Molis (2015), Ambec and Ehlers (2016) and van den Brink, He and Huang (2018).
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In this chapter, we consider situations where countries interact with their direct

(upstream and downstream) neighbours on the river. Each pair of neighbours (link)

can negotiate about sharing the river water, or engage in warfare. So, the outcome

of bilateral bargaining is either an agreed water sharing or war. In case of war, the

outcome (forced water sharing) is determined by a contest success function where the

probabilities depend on the military investments done before. This military ‘threat’

sets the range for water sharing agreements in the negotiations over water. Given

military investments, an equilibrium is a water sharing (obtained either through a

negotiated agreement or warfare). An equilibrium where the water sharing is obtained

through a negotiated agreement is called a peaceful agreement . This implies that it

satisfies a no conflict condition which requires that, for each pair of neighbouring

countries, and for every given military investments, the payoffs from bargaining are

at least equal to the payoffs from warfare.

Our main result shows that for every profile of military investments, if benefit

functions are nonnegative, increasing and concave, then there always exists a range

of water sharings that can be obtained by peaceful agreement. So, whatever are the

military investments, a peaceful agreement is always possible. This is an important

result since it implies that, although the military capacities of countries might be

a threat and make it more difficult to get to an agreement and avoid warfare, it is

always possible to have a peaceful agreement. This result is also of great societal

importance since scarcity of (clean and usable) river water is a growing problem and

one of the reasons for warfare, which will only become a bigger threat in the future

when clean water becomes more scarce, especially when earlier investments made in

military power increase the probability of a war.

Notice that, although we describe a two stage decision problem where in the
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first stage the countries choose their military investment, and in the second stage

they decide on bargaining or warfare, we only focus on the rational decisions in the

second stage, taking the military investments in stage 1 as given. This is because

countries invest in military to protect themselves against possible future aggressors,

or to initiate war themselves. Often these decisions are not based on optimizing

behavior, but simply from a need to protect oneself. Alternative theories, for example

deterence theory, can explain such military investments.

Since there is no binding international law governing the allocation of water in

international rivers, International Water Law defines several principles to prevent

or resolve disputes on water allocation within an international water basin, see also

Kilgour and Dinar (1995). These principles, in combination with the 1966 Helsinki

Document, are guidelines that are available in determining a fair distribution of the

welfare resulting from the water allocation among the agents. According to the 1966

Helsinki Document two considerations that are to be included when distributing the

welfare from allocating the water are ‘efficiency of the water use’and ‘Pareto optimal-

ity’. This implies that an agreement should involve all countries along the river. But

since these principles are not binding, we should take into account that countries who

do not join the agreement and threaten with warfare. In this chapter, we show that

also in these cases, a peaceful agreement is possible.

Besides showing the existence of a peaceful agreement, we provide an extensive

form game that has a unique Subgame Pefect Equlibrium (SPE) that implements

a possible peaceful agreement. In this mechanism, neighboring countries bargain

bilateral over water. Bargaining between countries occurs sequentially, starting with

the two most downstream countries and, after they resolve their bargaining, either

ending in an agreement or ending in warfare, the next two countries upstream the
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river resolve their bargaining, and so on until the bargaining between the two most

upstream countries is resolved. In this bargaining, the country who is the proposer

has the upper hand. Therefore, the proposer can be determined by applying certain

water allocation principles from International Water Law. In this chapter, we apply

the well-established principle of Absolute Territorial Sovereignty (ATS), or Harmon

doctrine, which requires that an agent has absolute sovereignty over the area of any

river basin on its territory, and thus it allows agents to use any water that flows

into the river on their territory without taking into account what consequences this

might have for the countries downstream to it. This gives the upstream countries the

upper hand, and in each bilateral bargaining between two neighboring countries, it

will be the upstream country who proposes a sharing of the water that is available,

and the downstream country responds to this proposal. On its turn, the downstream

country is the proposer in the bargaining with its downstream neighbor, while the

upstream country is responder in the bargaining with its upstream neighbor. This

chapter lends itself to be empirically tested due to its relatively simple game structure

and the tractability of the examples. However, such a discussion is beyond the scope

of this thesis.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model, while Section

3 contains the definition of a peaceful agreement and the main existence result. In

Section 4, we describe a scenario that yields a specific peaceful agreement, where

motivated by the ATS principle, the ‘bargaining advantage’ is assigned the upstream

countries. Section 5 contains concluding remarks. Finally, there are two appendices,

one with the proof of the main results, and one with a full description of the mecha-

nism.
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4.1 The model

Let ρ “ p1, 2..., nq be an ordering over a set of countries N “ t1, . . . , nu. The river

originates at country 1, sequentially flows through countries 2, ..., n ´ 1, to end at

country n from where it flows into an ocean, sea or lake. The river flow increases

by ek at each country k “ 1, . . . , n, with e1 the amount of water from the source at

country 1. We assume that ek is the surplus flow after the country’s survival needs

have been met.

The nonnegative amount of water available for consumption to country k is Xk.

The country consumes a fraction δkXk, δk P r0, 1s, of this water inflow, and allows

p1´ δkqXk to flow to the next (downstream) country. The available water Xk can be

recursively written as

Xk “ p1´ δk´1qXk´1 ` ek, k “ 1, . . . n, where X0 “ 0.

For completeness, we take δ0 “ 0 and δn “ 1. Note that Xk is at most equal to
k
ř

i“1

ei, a maximum which is reached when all preceding countries do not consume any

water: δ1 “ ... “ δk´1 “ 0. The benefit that country k “ 1, . . . , n derives from water

consumption is given by a function Bk : R` Ñ R`, where BkpYkq is the benefit of

consuming the nonnegative amount Yk by country k. We assume that the function

Bk : R` Ñ R` is nonnegative, increasing and concave. Finally, we assume that for

each country k the satiation point is beyond
k
ř

i“1

ei; countries benefit from all water

they can get.

We assume that the countries have made some military investments
`

yk
˘

kPN
to

attack/defend (or both) their region. After this investment, countries sequentially

engage in bilateral fight or bargaining. The order of sequential moves is determined
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by ρ with the first fight/bargaining taking place between the two most downstream

countries n and n ´ 1. Each time a downstream country k ` 1 fights or bargains

with his upstream country k over the available water Xk. If country k` 1 fights with

country k, then it wins with probability pk`1 “ ppyk`1, ykq to get δk`1

´

Xk ` ek`1

¯

,

and loses with probability p1´pk`1q “ p1´ppyk`1, ykqq to get δk`1ek`1. On the other

side, country k wins the military conflict with its downstream neighbour k ` 1 with

probability p1 ´ pk`1q “ p1 ´ ppyk`1, ykqq to keep the available amount Xk for itself,

and loses with probability pk`1 “ ppyk`1, ykq to lose all available water. Here, p is a

contest success function expressing that the probability of winning depends on the

military investments. For the contest success function ppyk`1, ykq, for every country

k and k ` 1, it holds that3.

(a) pp¨q is twice differentiable.

(b) ppyk`1, ykq ` ppyk, yk`1q “ 1.

(c) Bppyk`1,ykq

Byk`1
ą 0, Bppyk`1,ykq

Byk
ă 0.

(d) B
2ppyk`1,ykq

By2k`1
ă 0.

Thus, the expected payoff uwk to upstream country k, and uwk`1 to downstream

country k`1 from warfare, assuming that country k`1 comes to a bilateral bargaining
3These assumptions are standard in contests (see e.g. Tullock (1980), Dixit (1987) and Skaperdas

(1996)).
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agreement with its downstream neighbour k ` 2 pď n), is

uwk “ uwk pyk, yk`1q “ p1´ pk`1qBkpXkq ` pk`1Bkp0q,

and (4.1)

uwk`1 “ uwk`1pyk, yk`1q “ pk`1Bk`1

´

δk`1pXk ` ek`1q

¯

` p1´ pk`1qBk`1

´

δk`1ek`1

¯

,

where the utility depends on the military investments through the contest success

function pk`1 “ ppyk`1, ykq. The first term in the payoff uwk , which concerns the

situation where the countries decide to make war, is the benefit for country k from

consuming the amount Xk he obtains if he wins the war with country k ` 1, which

happens with probability p1 ´ pk`1q. The second term is the benefit for country k

from consuming a zero amount of water which occurs if he loses the war with country

k ` 1, which happens with probability pk`1 if the countries decide to fight.

The first term in the payoff uwk`1, is the benefit for the downstream country k` 1

from consuming the amount δk`1pXk ` ek`1q which is the sum of the water Xk which

he obtains from its upstream neighbour after winning the war with this neighbour,

which happens with probability pk`1, and its own inflow ek`1. The second term is

the benefit for country k ` 1 from consuming only its own inflow, which is his water

consumption if he loses the war with his upstream neighbour k, which happens with

probability p1´ pk`1q.

If the two countries mutually agree on δk, the payoff ubk to country k, and ubk`1

to country k ` 1 from bargaining is, again assuming that country k ` 1 comes to a
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bilateral bargaining agreement with its downstream neighbour k ` 2 pď n), is

ubk “ ubkpykq “ Bk

´

δkXk

¯

,

and (4.2)

ubk`1 “ ubk`1pyk`1q “ Bk`1

´

δk`1

´

p1´ δkqXk ` ek`1

¯¯

Here, the bargaining agreement is that country k sends p1 ´ δkqXk of its water to

country k`1, keeping δkXk of the water for himself. Country k`1 then has available

the amount p1´ δkqXk ` ek`1 of which he keeps a fraction δk`1 for himself and sends

the rest downstream (where δn “ 1 for the most downstream agent).

Notice that we wrote these payoffs in terms of bilateral bargaining between coun-

tries k and k ` 1, but when pairs of countries sequentially bargain, starting with the

two most downstream countries, then these payoffs are determined recursively.

4.2 Peaceful agreements: equilibrium and main re-

sult

For a given military investment pyk, yk`1q, a no conflict (NC) condition determines

when a credible bargaining agreement δk exists between two countries. It means that

for both countries, the payoffs from bargaining should be at least equal to the payoffs

from warfare.

NC : ubk ě uwk and ubk`1 ě uwk`1
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Let rδk, 1s be the set of possible values of δk that satisfy the inequality ubk ě uwk , where

δk satisfies ubk “ uwk . This is the set of possible values for which country k prefers

bargaining over warfare. Similarly, let r0, δ̄ks be the set of possible values for δk that

satisfy ubk`1 ě uwk`1, where country k ` 1 prefers bargaining over warfare. In order

that the NC condition is satisfied, there must exist a δk P rδk, δ̄ks, i.e. δk ď δ̄k.

We speak about a peaceful agreement if on the river each pair of consecutive coun-

tries prefer bargaining over warfare, i.e. the no conflict conditions NC are satisfied.

Definition 4.2.1. A peaceful agreement is a tuple pδkqkPti,n´1u such that the NC

conditions are satisfied for every pair k, k ` 1 P N .

Notice that the possible peaceful agreements, if they exist, depend on the military

investments through the contest success functions. It turns out that, if the benefit

functions are nonnegative, increasing and concave, then irrespective of the military

investments, a peaceful agreement always exists.

Proposition 4.2.1. If, for every k “ t1, 2..., nu, the benefit function Bkp.q is non-

negative, increasing and concave, then for every vector of military investments y “

py1, . . . , ynq, there exists a peaceful agreement, i.e. δk ď δ̄k for every k “ 1, . . . , n´ 1.

The proof of this proposition can be found in Appendix C. Proposition 4.2.1

guarantees the existence of a peaceful agreement, i.e. a family of bargaining shares

pδkqkPt1,...,n´1u such that δk ď δk ď δ̄k for all k “ 1, 2..., n ´ 1. This is an important

result for water negotiations since it implies that, although the military capacities of

countries might be a threat and make it more difficult to get to an agreement and

avoid warfare, it is always possible to have a peaceful agreement.

When the benefit function is strictly concave, then for every two values of δk satis-

fying the NC conditions, also every convex combination satisfies these conditions, and
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thus there exists a continuum of values, δk P rδk, δ̄ks that countries could bilaterally

agree on.

4.3 A scenario for specific bargaining outcomes

To maximise its own benefit, country k wants to agree on δk (as high as possible),

while country k ` 1 will want to get offer p1´ δk) (with δk as low as possible) where

δk P rδk, δ̄ks. What value of δk to apply might depend on the bargaining strength

of the countries, but also on water allocation principles from International Water

Law. Applying the principle of Absolute Territorial Sovereignty (ATS), the upstream

country has control over the water, and we therefore might assume that country k

holds the upper hand such that δk “ δ̄k, where its downstream neighbour is pushed

to its payoff under warfare, ubk`1 “ uwk`1, meaning that

Bk`1

´

δk`1

´

p1´ δ̄kqXk ` ek`1

¯¯

“ pk`1Bk`1

´

δk`1pXk ` ek`1q

¯

` p1´ pk`1qBk`1

´

δk`1ek`1

¯

Assuming this to be the case for every pair of neighbouring countries, through back-

ward induction we can replace the δk`1’s in this equation by the agreeable values,

pδk`1qkPt1,...,n´1u with δn “ 1, giving payoffs

ubk`1 “ Bk`1

´

δk`1

´

p1´ δkqXk ` ek`1

¯¯

, k “ 1, . . . , n´ 1

The agreement δ̄k depends on a number of factors: the amount of water Xk that

is available to country k, the flow ek`1 entering the river at the territory of country

k ` 1, the military investments yk and yk`1 (through the contest success function),
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and the slope of the benefit function. Note that Xk is endogenous: it depends on the

military investments of all previous countries and their flows.

Consider the following extensive form game where countries sequentially perform

bilateral bargaining, with the possibility to engage in warfare in case there is no

agreement. At each node k, country k bargains with the downstream country k ` 1

over an amountXk ě 0. Based on the ATS principle, we assume the upstream country

is a proposer who can make a take-it or leave-it offer δk. The downstream country

is a responder who either accepts (A) or rejects (R) the offer. Accepting the offer

implies that country k ` 1 receives p1 ´ δkqXk, and rejecting implies that countries

k and k ` 1 enter a war. Bilateral bargaining takes place sequentially, starting with

the two most downstream countries and sequentially moves upstream.

We assume that country k’s strategy is Markovian: it depends on the current state

of the world and is independent of history. If country k is a proposer, its strategy4

is a function of the available water and is denoted by ρpkpXkq P r0, 1s. Since country

k` 1 is a responder in its negotiation with country k, its strategy is a function of the

offer made by the proposer and is denoted by ρrk`1pδkq P tA,Ru, where δk “ ρpkpXkq.

We make the following assumptions on the strategy function.

(A1) ρpkp0q “ 0.

(A2) ρrkp0q “ A.

(A3) δ0 “ 0.

4Throughout the chapter, we will be somewhat sloppy, and refer to the actions of a player as
proposer or responder as a strategy. Formally, a strategy specifies an action in every decision point
where the player might have to choose an action. So, a strategy for k “ 2, . . . n ´ 1, is a pair of
functions pρpk, ρ

r
kq, while ρ

p
1, respectively, ρ

r
n, are strategies for k “ 1, respectively, for k “ n.
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(A1) implies that if a country has zero water supply or has no control over its own

water supply, i.e. Xk “ 0, then it offers everything, (being zero) to its downstream

neighbour k`1. (A2) implies that if an upstream country k offers all its water supply,

i.e. δk “ 0, then the downstream country k`1 always accepts the offer (also if there is

no water to bargain for). (A3) implies that δ0 is the offer made by “nature" to country

1. Observe that as country 1 is never a responder, we have ρr1pδ0q “ ρr1p0q “ A. Since

country n is never a proposer, we have ρp1 “ 1.

In every subgame of this extensive form game, there is bargaining between each

pair of neighbouring countries k P t1, . . . , n ´ 1u and k ` 1, with bargaining share

δ̄k, the most beneficial for the upstream country k and δk, the most beneficial for the

downstream country k ` 1.

Proposition 4.3.1. Suppose that, for every k P t1, 2..., nu, the benefit function Bkp.q

is nonnegative, increasing and concave. Then, there exists a unique Subgame Perfect

Equilibrium (SPE) ρ “ ptρp1, ρ
r
1u, tρ

p
2, ρ

r
2u, . . . , tρ

p
n, ρ

r
nuq. In this SPE, countries k “

1, . . . n´ 1 propose ρpkpXkq “ δ̄k to their downstream neighbour k` 1, and ρrkpδkq “ Y

for all k “ 1, . . . , n.

The proof of this proposition also can be found in Appendix C.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we considered a situation where countries located along an trans-

boundary river, chose between a peaceful bargaining over the available river water or

engaging in warfare. We showed that the benefit functions of all countries along the

transboundary river being nonnegative, increasing and concave, are sufficient condi-

tions for the existence of a peaceful agreement, see Proposition 4.2.1. This is a very
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useful result for real life river water negotiations, since it implies that negotiating par-

ties should be able to avoid warfare and manage to get a bargaining agreement if these

conditions are satisfied even without an external authority. After this main result, we

also provided a scenario/mechanism that implements one specific set of bargaining

proposals, namely those that are most beneficial for the upstream countries.

On the other hand, necessary conditions can be useful to know if there is an

authority which could manipulate the incentives of the countries in such a way that

these conditions are satisfied. But without such an authority, sufficient conditions are

more useful. However, finding necessary conditions is a plan for future research. As

a first step in finding necessary conditions, we might explore the situation when all

benefit functions are strictly convex. It turns out that in that case there can never

be a peaceful agreement.5

Corollary 4.4.1. If, for every k “ t1, 2..., nu, the benefit function Bkp.q is non-

negative, increasing and convex, then for every vector of military investments y “

py1, . . . , ynq, there exists no peaceful agreement, i.e. δ̄k ą δk, for every k “ 1, . . . , n´1.

From this corollary, we can conclude that convex benefit functions always lead to

warfare if there is no intervention, and one needs an authority which can influence

the incentives or benefit functions to avoid warfare. Although it is unlikely that the

benefit functions are strictly convex, the purpose of this corollary is to understand

the possibility of bargaining agreements between countries k and k ` 1 for situations

when the benefit functions have some convexity involved. We saw that concavity
5If Bp.q is nonnegative, increasing, and strictly convex, then by a similar reasoning as in the proof

of Proposition 4.2.1 in Appendix C, it can be shown that δk ą p1 ´ pk`1q and δ̄k ă p1 ´ pk`1q.
Therefore, δk ą p1´ pk`1q ą δ̄k, and hence, there is no point of agreement between countries k and
k ` 1.
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guarantees the existence of a peaceful agreement, and strict convexity implies nonex-

istence. However, if the benefit functions are concave at some but strictly convex at

other amounts of water consumption, then a bargaining agreement may, but need not,

exist. We hope that for rivers with concave benefit functions, our result motivates

the countries to come to a peaceful bargaining agreement, and avoid warfare.

In this chapter, we presented a specific mechanism that implements a peaceful

agreement. Specifically, using the ATS principle, we gave the upper hand to the up-

stream country in negotiations, and provided a mechanism which unique SPE results

in a peaceful agreement where the bargaining proposal is the most advantageous one

for the upstream country. Using other water allocation principles, such as the prin-

ciples of Unlimited Territorial Integrity (UTI)6 or Territorial Integrity of all Basin

States (TIBS)7, might give the downstream country the upper hand, or have a more

balanced bargaining advantage. These water allocation principles are discussed in,

e.g. Lipper (1967), Kilgour and Dinar (1995) and McCaffrey (2001).

We finally remark that the military investments in this chapter were only used

to set the winning probabilities pk`1 “ ppyk`1, ykq of the possible war between coun-

tries k and k ` 1, in case they do not reach an agreement. Notice that in the use of

these winning probabilities, the military investments are not playing a role, and we

could have phrased everything in terms of exogenous winning probabilities. We pre-

sented these probabilities as being determined by military investments, since these

investments are a main factor in determining the strength of countries in military
6The UTI principle says that upstream countries should not change the natural flow of the water

at the expense of its downstream countries’, which clearly is in favor of downstream countries.
7TIBS says that the water of an international watercourse belongs to all basin states combined,

no matter where it enters the watercourse. It does not make any country the legal owner of water.
Each basin state is entitled to a reasonable and equitable share in the optimal use of the available
water. This gives a more balanced positon to the two countries in a bilateral bargaining over water.
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warfare.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

My thesis studies three distinct economic applications of contest theory. The first

application analyses the problem of endogenous coalition formation in contests. In

the model presented in chapter 2, identical players form coalitions based on the non-

cooperative approach developed by Bloch (1996) and Ray and Vohra (1997). In this

approach, players sequentially engage in a negotiation process before a coalition is

formed, but once agreed upon, the coalitions are contractually binding. After the

coalition formation process is complete, the coalitions engage in a contest. I specify a

contest success function through three assumptions for the context of group contests,

and show that the coalition structure formed at equilibrium is unique and asymmetric:

no two coalitions formed at equilibrium are of equal size. Further, I impose additional

restrictions on the contest success function to determine the number of coalitions

formed at equilibrium and the probability distribution (of winning the contest) across

those coalitions.

The next chapter studies an application to innovation markets. I consider mergers

in markets in which firms invest in a portfolio of independent research projects of
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varying profitability. A firm engages in a contest with the rival firms by investing

in a project. The winner of this contest appropriates the profits generated by the

innovation, while the losing firms obtain nothing. Investing in a project increases the

marginal cost of investing in another project, which generates negative externalities

across them.

I show that there can be two reasons why firms invest inefficiently: first, because

of competition, they excessively invest in the most profitable project; second, due

to the lack of appropriability of the social gains from an innovation, they tend to

underinvest in socially desirable projects.

A merger internalizes two innovation externalities. A negative externality that

arises because the investment of a firm in one project lowers the probability the

partner firm wins the contest for that project. A positive externality because the

investment of a firm in one project increases the marginal cost of that firm in the

other project, which raises the likelihood the partner firm wins the contest for the

alternative project.

I show that, when the winning firm appropriates all the social surplus from an

innovation, then mergers are always welfare improving. In different words, if firms

can perfectly price discriminate in the product market, a merger necessarily aligns

the social and the private incentives. Otherwise, mergers may increase or decrease

welfare, depending on how the appropriability of the social surplus from an innovation

varies across markets.

Lastly, the fourth chapter develops a model of conflict resolution over scarce water

in a trans-boundary river. In our model, I consider countries located along a river

that made a military investment. After that, they sequentially bargain over the

surplus of water, or engage in a military conflict with their upstream neighbour. The
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probability of winning a military conflict is determined by a contest success function

which depends on the military investments made before. I speak about a peaceful

agreement if the countries rationally decide to bargain over the water instead of

engaging into a military conflict. I show that, if all benefit functions are increasing

and concave, then for every level of military investment, there always exists a peaceful

agreement where every country prefers to bargain peacefully for the water.

In conclusion, my thesis studies the applications of contest theory to three diverse

economic settings. I first study the problem of coalition formation in the context of

contests in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 applies this theory to markets to study problem

of mergers and innovation. The common thread with Chapter 2 is that a merger is

equivalent to a coalition, while contest success functions are used to model innovation

races. Lastly, using contest theory to model conflicts, I study how nations can agree

peacefully over potential conflicts that may arise while sharing a river in Chapter 4.
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Appendix A

Proofs: Chapter 2

Proof of proposition 2.1.1

Proof. Consider C,D P Π such that c ą d. Let coalitions C,D merge to form

C Y D P ΠD

D Ñ C
such that ΠD

D Ñ C
ztC Y Du “ ΠztCu Y tDu. The marginal change in

winning probability of C due to the merger is

p
´

C YD, ΠD

D Ñ C

¯

´ ppC,Πq

pc` dq ´ c
ě 0

Similarly, the marginal change of D is

ppC YD, ΠD

D Ñ C
q ´ ppD,Πq

pc` dq ´ d
ě 0

From assumption 2.1.1 we know both marginal changes are positive. Let ∆ denote

their difference

∆ “

ppC YD,ΠD

D Ñ C

q ´ ppC,Πq

d
´

ppC YD,ΠD

D Ñ C

q ´ ppD,Πq

c
(A.1)
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Our proof consists of two steps: in step 1 we show ∆ ă 0, and then arrive at upC,Πq ą

upD,Πq in step 2.

Step 1: Add and subtract the term ppC,Πq
c

from equation (A.1). Then rearrange the

expression such that

∆ “
c´ d

c

˜

p
´

C YD, ΠD

D Ñ C

¯

´ ppC,Πq

d
´
ppC,Πq ´ ppD,Πq

c´ d

¸

(A.2)

As c´d
c
ą 0, the sign of ∆ depends solely on the term within big brackets.

We first consider transfers from the larger coalition C to the smaller one D. Let

T Ď C, a non-empty set, of players be transferred from non-empty coalition C to D.

Let the coalition structure Πt “ ΠT

C Ñ D
where t represents the size of the set T . Also,

let Ct “ CzT and Dt “ D Y T . We introduce this new notation with a slight abuse;

the subscript t represents how many players are transferred, step-wise, from C to D.

From assumption 2.1.3, the following inequality holds for all 1 ď t ď c´d
2
.

1
2

´

p
`

Ct Y tiu, Π
tiu
t

Dt Ñ Ct

˘

´ p
`

Ct,Πt

˘

` p
`

Dt,Πt

˘

´ p
`

Dtztiu, Π
tiu
t

Dt Ñ Ct

˘

¯

ą p
`

Ct Y ti, ju,Π
ti,ju
t

Dt Ñ Ct

˘

´ p
`

Ct Y tiu, Π
tiu
t

Dt Ñ Ct

˘˘

(A.3)

If T “ tju is a singleton set, i.e. t “ 1, then the term on the RHS of inequality (A.3),

can be written as

p
`

C Y tiu,Π
ti,ju
t

D1 Ñ C1

˘

´ p
`

C, Πtju
D1 Ñ C1

˘

“ p
`

C Y tiu,Πtiu
D Ñ C

˘

´ p
`

C,Π
˘
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From (A.3), the following inequality holds for all 1 ď t ď c´d
2
.

p
`

CtYtiu, Π
tiu
t

Dt Ñ Ct

˘

´p
`

Ct,Πt

˘

`p
`

Dt,Πt

˘

´p
`

Dtztiu, Π
tiu
t

Dt Ñ Ct

˘

ą 2
´

p
`

CYtiu,Πtiu
D Ñ C

˘

´p
`

C,Π
˘

¯

(A.4)

Summing over all values of 1 ď t ď c´d
2

for both sides of inequality ( A.4),

c´d
2
ř

t“1

´

p
`

Ct Y tiu, Π
tiu
t

Dt Ñ Ct

˘

´ p
`

Ct,Πt

˘

` p
`

Dt,Πt

˘

´ p
`

Dtztiu, Π
tiu
t

Dt Ñ Ct

˘

¯

ą
2pc´dq

2

´

p
`

C Y tiu,Πtiu
D Ñ C

˘

´ p
`

C,Π
˘

¯

Simplifying the LHS of the above inequality through algebraic manipulation yields

ppC,Πq ´ ppD,Πq ą pc´ dq
´

p
`

C Y tiu,Πtiu
D Ñ C

˘

´ p
`

C,Π
˘

¯

(A.5)

Next, we consider transfers from the smaller coalition D to the larger one C. Let

S Ď D, a possibly empty set, of players be transferred from non-empty coalitions D

to C where d ě 2. Let the coalition structure Πs “ ΠS

C Ñ D
where s represents the size

of the set S. Also, let Cs “ C Y S and Ds “ DzS. As before, with a slight abuse

of notation, the subscript s represents how many players are transferred, step-wise,

from D to C.

From lemma 2, for all 0 ď s ď d´ 2 the following inequality holds:

p
`

Cs Y tiu, Π
tiu
s

Ds Ñ Cs

˘

´ p
`

Cs, Πs
Ds Ñ Cs

˘

ą p
`

Cs Y ti, ju,Π
ti,ju
s

Ds Ñ Cs

˘

´ p
`

Cs Y tiu, Π
tiu
s

Ds Ñ Cs

˘

(A.6)

If S is the empty set, i.e. s “ 0, then for the term on the RHS of inequality (A.6),

can be written as

p
`

C0 Y tiu, Π
tiu
0

D0 Ñ C0

˘

´ p
`

C0, Π0
D0 Ñ C0

˘

“ p
`

C Y tiu,Πtius
D Ñ C

˘

´ p
`

C,Π
˘

(A.7)
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Due to the recursive nature of this inequality (A.6), for all 0 ď s ď d ´ 2 the

following inequality always holds:

p
`

C Y tiu,Πtius
D Ñ C

˘

´ p
`

C,Π
˘

ą p
`

Cs Y ti, ju,Π
ti,ju
s

Ds Ñ Cs

˘

´ p
`

Cs Y tiu, Πtius
Ds Ñ Cs

˘

(A.8)

Summing over all values of 0 ď t ď d´ 2 for both sides of inequality (A.8)

´

ppCYtiu,Π1q´ppC,Πq
¯

pd´1q ą
d´2
ÿ

t“0

´

p
`

pCYT qYti, ju,Πt`2

˘

´p
`

pCYT qYtiu,Πt`1

˘

¯

As
d´2
ř

t“0

´

p
`

pC Y T q Y ti, ju,Πt`2

˘

´ p
`

pC Y T q Y tiu,Πt`1

˘

¯

“ ppC YD, ΠD

D Ñ C
q ´ ppC Y tiu,Πtiu

D Ñ C
q, we get

´

ppC Y tiu,Π1q ´ ppC,Πq
¯

pd´ 1q ą ppC YD, ΠD

D Ñ C
q ´ ppC Y tiu,Πtiu

D Ñ C
q

Adding the term
´

p
`

C Y tiu,Π
tiu
s

D Ñ C

˘

´ p
`

C,Π
˘

¯

to both sides of the above inequality

´

p
`

C Y tiu,Π
tiu
s

D Ñ C

˘

´ ppC,Πq
¯

d ą p
`

C YD, ΠD

D Ñ C

˘

´ p
`

C,Π
˘

(A.9)

From inequalities (A.5) and (A.9)

ppC YD, ΠD

D Ñ C
q ´ ppC,Πq

d
´
ppC,Πq ´ ppD,Πq

pc´ dq
ă 0

Substituting in inequality A.2 we get ∆ ă 0.

Step 2: The remaining proof involves the implication of the superadditivity (or
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synergy) shown in lemma 1.

p
´

C YD, ΠD

D Ñ C

¯

“ δ ` ppC,Πq ` ppD,Πq where δ ě 0

Rearranging the above equation, the marginal increase to C and D from the merger

respectively is

p
´

C YD, ΠD

D Ñ C

¯

´ ppC,Πq

d
“
δ ` ppD,Πq

d

p
´

C YD, ΠD

D Ñ C

¯

´ ppD,Πq

c
“
δ ` ppC,Πq

c

As ∆ ă 0, we get

δ ` ppC,Πq

c
ą
δ ` ppD,Πq

d

As c ą d,
ppC,Πq

c
´
ppD,Πq

d
ą
δpc´ dq

cd
ě 0

Hence, upC,Πq ą upD,Πq. � .

Proof of proposition 2.1.2 :

Proof. The symmetric game of sequential coalition formation described in section

2.1.3 is a finite game of perfect information. Hence it admits a subgame perfect

equilibrium in pure strategies. Thus, the existence of equilibrium is guaranteed.

We follow the backward induction technique in this proof. Let P˚ denote the set

of coalition structures at equilibrium. Consider a sub-coalition structure π0 such that

Kpπ0q “ NzA and A ‰ H where A is the last coalition to form. The strategy at π0

is σPi pπ0, Nq “ A and σRi pπ0, N, fpπ0qq “ Y if fpπ0q “ A, else σRi pπ0, N, fpπ0qq “ N .
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Now consider another sub-coalition structure π1 such that π0 “ π1YB where the

strategy at π1 is

σPi pπ1, Nq “ B and σRi pπ1, N, fpπ1qq “ Y if fpπ1q “ B, else σri pπ1, N, fpπ1qq “ N.

(A.10)

Lemma 4. If the size of coalitions A and B is a and b respectively, then b ą a must

always hold.

Proof. To see this, consider the contrapositive: suppose b ď a.

Case 1 : b “ a

Let Π “ π1 Y tB,Au. As the game in our model is symmetric, we have upB,Πq “

upA,Πq. However, by lemma (3) we know

u
´

B Y A, ΠA

AÑ B

¯

ą upB,Πq “ upA,Πq

Therefore, the coalition formation mechanism chooses fpπ1q “ A Y B over B. How-

ever, this strategy is rejected as per the strategy we consider at π1 in (A.10). Hence,

b ‰ a.

Case 2 : b ă a

By proposition (2.1.1) if a ą b, then upA,Πq ą upB,Πq. Therefore, the coalition for-

mation mechanism chooses fpπ1q “ A over B. Note that if B splits into two or more

coalitions, this only increases the payoff to coalition A (assumption 2.1.2). However,

this strategy is rejected as per the strategy we consider at π1. Hence, b ą a. �

The technique used in the above lemma can be extended for any sub-coalition

structure π where fpπq “ C and fpπ Y fpπqq “ D will always satisfy c ą d. Hence,

the coalition structure at equilibrium forms in the descending order of coalition size.
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In order to prove uniqueness, the the necessary and sufficient condition for an

unique equilibrium is if the players’ payoffs are decreasing in the order in which

coalitions are formed. See proposition 4.6 of Bloch(1996). In the context of our model,

this condition translates to: upC,Πq ě upD,Πq where C “ fpπq, D “ fpπYfpπqq and

Π “ cpπq for any sub-coalition structure π. In proposition 2.1.1 we show that if c ą d,

then upC,Πq “ upD,Πq where Π “ cpπq. Thus, the players’ payoffs are decreasing

in the order in which coalitions are formed is satisfied by our model. Hence, the

equilibrium coalition structure, denoted by Π˚ is unique and asymmetric.

Lastly, we need to show that the grand coalition does not form. Notice that if the

grand coalition forms, the individual payoff is given by upN,Nq “ 1
n
. However, by

forming a coalition C Ă N , where c “ n ´ 1, the individual payoff upC, πq ą 1
n
. As

the grand coalition is dominated (as a strategy) by C, it never forms.

� .

Proof of result 1

Proof. In the table below, we write the winning probabilities and individual payoffs

for every partition of N , where n “ 6. For a representative coalition structure Π “

tC,D, Su, the second column indicates its coalition sizes their respective coalitions:

t3, 2, 1u; and the third column indicates their respective winning probabilities.
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Π Numeric coalition structure Winning probabilities

N t6u p1q

Π̂tiu
D Ñ pC Y Sq

t5, 1u p25
26
qp 1

26
q

Π̂ “ ΠS

S Ñ C
t4, 2u ( 16

2αp2q`16
)( 2αp2q

2αp2q`16
)

ΠS

S Ñ D
t3, 3u p1

2
qp1

2
q

Πtiu
D Ñ C

t4, 1, 1u p16
18
qp 1

18
qp 1

18
q

Πtiu
C Ñ S

t2, 2, 2u p1
3
qp1

3
qp1

3
q

Π “ tC,D, Su t3, 2, 1u ( 9
2αp2q`10

)( 2αp2q

2αp2q`10
)( 1

2αp2q`10
)

Πtiu
D ÑH

t3, 1, 1, 1u p 9
12
qp 1

12
qp 1

12
qp 1

12
q

Π̄ “ Πtiu
C ÑH

t2, 2, 1, 1u ( 2αp2q

2αp2q`1`2
)( 2αp2q

2αp2q`1`2
)( 1

2αp2q`1`2
)( 1

2αp2q`1`2
)

Π̄tju
CziÑH

t2, 1, 1, 1, 1u ( 2αp2q

2αp2q`4
)( 1

2αp2q`4
)( 1

2αp2q`4
)( 1

2αp2q`4
)( 1

2αp2q`4
)

ΠF t1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1u p1
6
qp1

6
qp1

6
qp1

6
qp1

6
qp1

6
q

The proof follows from verifying assumptions 2.1.1-2.1.3 for this example. We

provide the following cases for the purpose of illustration.

Verifying Assumption 2.1.1: p
´

C Y S, Π̂
¯

ě p
´

C,Π
¯

For β “ 2, this condition translates to 16
2αp2q`16

ą 9
2αp2q`10

that always holds for all

αp2q ď 0

Verifying Assumption 2.1.2: p
´

D,Π
¯

ě p
´

D, Π̄
¯

For β “ 2, this condition translates to 2αp2q

2αp2q`10
ą 2αp2q

2αp2q`1`2
. This is satisfied for

αp2q ď 3

Verifying Assumption 2.1.3:

p
´

CYSYtiu, Π̂tiu
D Ñ pC Y Sq

¯

´p
´

CYS, Π̂
¯

`p
´

D, Π̂
¯

´p
´

Dztiu, Π̂tiu
D Ñ pC Y Sq

¯

ą 2´2p
´

CYSYtiu, Π̂tiu
D Ñ pC Y Sq

¯
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For β “ 2, we get the condition

16´ 2αp2q

16` 2αp2q
ă

23

26

This is satisfied for all αp2q ě 2 �
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Appendix B

Proofs: Chapter 3

Proof of proposition 3.5.1

Proof. To determine the concavity of firm i’s payoff, we calculate the Hessian for

the payoff function.

Hess
´

uipxi, yi;x´i,y´iq
¯

“

»

–

B2ui
Bx2i

B2ui
BxiByi

B2ui
BxiByi

B2ui
By2i

fi

fl

“

»

–

B2pipxi,x´i,εAq

Bx2i
πA ´ c

2pxi ` yiq ´c2pxi ` yiq

´c2pxi ` yiq
B2qipyi,y´i,εBq

By2i
πB ´ c

2pxi ` yiq

fi

fl

The determinant of the leading principal minors are

|L1| “
B2pipxi,x´i, εAq

Bx2
i

πA ´ c
2
pxi ` yiq

|L2| “
´

B2pipxi,x´i,εAq

Bx2i

B2qipyi,y´i,εBq

By2i

¯

πAπB ´
´

B2pipxi,x´i,εAq

Bx2i
πA `

B2qipyi,y´i,εBq

By2i
πB

¯

c2pxi ` yiq
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As B2pipxi,x´i,εAq

Bx2i
ă 0 and B2qipyi,y´i,εBq

By2i
ă 0, by assumption 1d we conclude |L1| ă 0

and |L2| ą 0. Hence, the Hessian is negative definite and the payoff of firms is strictly

concave in their own strategies.

To find symmetric equilibria, a simplified approach, called the symmetric op-

ponents form approach (SOFA) hereafter, is useful. The SOFA takes an arbitrary

indicative player (i) and restricts all opponents to play the same strategies, i.e.,

x̄´i “ px̄, x̄..., x̄q and ȳ´i “ pȳ, ȳ..., ȳq.

Let

p̂ipxi, x̄, εAq ” pipxi, x̄´i, εAq

q̂ipyi, ȳ, εBq ” qipyi, ȳ´i, εBq

A symmetric payoff function ui and identical strategy set across players implies

the existence of at least one symmetric equilibrium: xi “ xj “ x˚ and yi “ yj “ y˚

for all firms i, j P N .

To check for multiple equilibria, we follow the method proposed by Hefti (2017).

We use index theory approach based on Poincare-Hopf index. However, applying the

index theory to our bi-dimensional n-player game would involve a Jacobian matrix of

dimensionality 2nˆ 2n. The SOFA condition allows us to reduce the dimensionality

of the game to a two-player game. Further, based on Hefti (2017), we require to solve

a 2ˆ 2 Jacobian matrix.

First, we apply SOFA to the gradient of ui:

∇uipxi, yi;x´i,y´iq ” ∇ûipxi, yi, x̄, ȳq “

»

–

Bp̂pxi,x̄,εAq
Bxi

´ c1pxi ` yiq

Bq̂pyi,ȳ,εBq
Byi

´ c1pxi ` yiq

fi

fl (B.1)
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Next, evaluate ∇ûipxi, yi, x̄, ȳq at x̄ “ xi, ȳ “ yi and calculate the Jacobian of ∇ûi

Jpxi, yiq “

»

–

B2p̂ipxi,xi,εAq

Bx2i
´ c2pxi ` yiq ´c2pxi ` yiq

´c2pxi ` yiq
B2q̂ipyi,yi,εBq

By2i
´ c2pxi ` yiq

fi

fl (B.2)

If the D
´

´Jpx˚, y˚q
¯

ą 0, where tpx˚, y˚q |∇ûipx˚, y˚q “ 0 u, then a unique solution

exists.

D
´

´ Jpx˚, y˚q
¯

“

´

B2p̂ipx
˚, x˚, εAq

Bx2
i

B2q̂ipy
˚, y˚, εBq

By2
i

¯

πAπB

´

´

B2p̂ipx
˚, x˚, εAq

Bx2
i

πA `
B2q̂ipy

˚, y˚, εBq

By2
i

πB

¯

c2px˚ ` y˚q

From assumption 1 we have B2p̂ipx
˚,x˚,εAq

Bx2i
, B

2q̂ipy
˚,y˚,εBq

By2i
ă 0, while c2px˚ ` y˚q ą 0.

Hence, D
´

´ Jpx˚, y˚q
¯

ą 0. This implies the existence of a unique equilibrium (see

Hefti (2017)). �

Observe that the equilibrium investments in A- and B -innovations are interdepen-

dent due to the cost function. This dependency is established by a lemma 5 for the

pre-merger situation and lemma 6 for the post-merger situation. These lemmas are

necessary for proposition 3.5.2.

Lemma 5. There exists a unique response function at the SNE such that

y˚ “ rpx˚, πB, εBq (B.3)
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Proof. Define a function f : Rn
` ˆ R` Ñ R` such that

fpyi,y´i, xiq “
Bqipyi,y´i, εBq

Byi
πB ´

Bcpxi ` yiq

Byi
(B.4)

The function f is continuously differentiable as the second order partial derivatives

of functions pip.q and cp.q are defined. Fix a point py˚,y˚´i, x˚q where px˚, y˚q is the

SNE. The FOC in equation (3.39) gives

fpy˚,y˚´i, x
˚
q “ 0

As Bfpy
˚,y˚

´i,x
˚q

Bxi
“ ´c2px˚ ` y˚q ‰ 0, by the implicit function theorem, there exists an

open set U of Rn
` containing py˚,y˚´iq such that there exists a unique continuously

differentiable function η : U Ñ R` such that

x˚ “ ηpy˚,y˚´iq

Using the SOFA approach, we define η̂py˚, πB, εBq ” ηpy˚,y˚´iq. As the function η̂ is

a one-one function, it is invertible. Thus, we get y˚ “ η̂´1px˚, πB, εBq ” rpx˚, πB, εBq

�

Lemma 6. There exists a unique reaction function for the merges firm at the SPE.

It is given by

y˚m “ rmpx
˚
m, x

˚
nm, πB, εBq (B.5)

Proof. Let investments made by the merging firms i and j in B-innovation be

represented by xm “ pxi, xjq, while the investments by non merging firms is xnm.

Similarly, ym “ pyi, yjq are investments made by the merged entity in I-innovation
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and ynm by all non merging firms. Define a functions g : Rn
` ˆ R` Ñ R` and

h : Rn
` ˆ R` Ñ R` such that

gpym,ynm, xiq “
Bqipym,ynm, εBq

Byi
πB `

Bqjpym,ynm, εBq

Byi
πB ´ c

1
pxi ` yiq

hpynm,ym, xkq “
Bqkpynm,ym, εBq

Byk
πB ´ c

1
pxk ` ykq

As the second order partial derivatives of functions pp.q and cp.q, the functions gp.q

and hp.q are continuously differentiable. Fix a point px˚m,y˚m,y˚nmq where px˚m, y˚mq are

symmetric investments by the merged entities, while y˚nm is the symmetric investments

by the non merging firms at the post-merger SNE. The FOC in equation 3.44 gives

gpy˚m, y
˚
nm, x

˚
mq “ 0

Similarly, fix a point px˚nm,y˚m,y˚nmq where px˚nm, y˚nmq are symmetric investments by

the non merging firms, while y˚m is the symmetric investments by the merging firms

at the post-merger SNE. The FOC for non merging firms yields

hpy˚nm, y
˚
m, x

˚
nmq “ 0

As Bgpy˚m,y
˚
nm,x

˚
mq

Bxi
“ ´c2px˚m ` y˚mq ‰ 0 and Bhpy˚nm,y

˚
m,x

˚
nmq

Bxk
“ ´c2px˚nm ` y˚nmq ‰ 0, by

the implicit function theorem, there exists an open set U of Rn
` containing y˚m,y

˚
nm

such that there exists a unique continuously differentiable function ηm : U Ñ R` and

another a unique continuously differentiable function ηnm : U Ñ R` such that

x˚m “ ηmpy
˚
m,y

˚
nmq
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x˚nm “ ηnmpy
˚
nm,y

˚
mq

As functions ηm and ηnm are invertible and following the procedure of lemma 1, we can

show that a unique function rm exists at the SNE such that y˚m “ rmpx
˚
m, x

˚
nm, πB, εBq

� .

Proof of proposition 3.5.2

Proof. Without loss of generality, consider the FOC of the merged firm i with

respect to the investment in B-innovation
`

equation (3.43)
˘

.

Bpipxi,x´i, εAq

Bxi
πA `

Bpjpxj,x´j, εAq

Bxi
πA ´ c

1
pxi ` yiq “ 0

The above equation holds for the post-merger SNE

Bpipx
˚
m,x

˚
nm, εAq

Bxi
πA `

Bpjpx
˚
m,x

˚
nm, εAq

Bxi
πA ´ c

1
px˚m ` y

˚
mq “ 0

We substitute y˚m “ rmpx
˚
m, x

˚
nm, πB, εBq from lemma 6. Next, we evaluate the above

FOC at the pre-merger symmetric equilibrium, x˚m “ x˚nm “ x˚. Let

FOCmpx
˚
q “

Bpipx
˚,x˚´i, εAq

Bxi
πA `

Bpjpx
˚,x˚´i, εAq

Bxi
πA ´ c

1
px˚ ` rmpx

˚, πB, εBqq

Following a similar procedure for the FOC of firm i, with respect to the investment

in B-innovation
`

equation (3.38)
˘

, in the pre-merger situation. Let

FOCpx˚q “
Bpipx

˚,x˚´i, εAq

Bxi
πA ´ c

1
px˚ ` rpx˚, πB, εBqq “ 0

The investment in B-innovation increases only if FOCmpx˚q “ FOCmpx
˚q´FOCpx˚q ą
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0 or

´
Bpjpx

˚,x˚´i, εAq

Bxi
πA ă c1px˚ ` rpx˚, πB, εBqq ´ c

1
px˚ ` rmpx

˚, πB, εBqq

�
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Appendix C

Proofs: Chapter 4

Proof of Proposition 4.2.1

Proof. We have to show that there exists a δk P p0, 1q satisfying the No-Conflict

(NC) conditions for any pair of neighbouring countries k P t1, . . . , n´ 1u and k ` 1.

The NC condition for country k is

Bk

´

δkXk

¯

ě p1´ pk`1qBkpXkq ` pk`1Bkp0q (C.1)

As the function Bkp.q is concave,

Bk

´

p1´ pk`1q ¨Xk ` pk`1 ¨ 0
¯

ě p1´ pk`1qBkpXkq ` pk`1Bkp0q

which is equivalent to

Bk

´

p1´ pk`1q ¨Xk

¯

ě p1´ pk`1qBkpXkq ` pk`1Bkp0q (C.2)
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Let δk be such that the bound for (C.1) is reached:

Bk

´

δk ¨Xk

¯

“ p1´ pk`1qBkpXkq ` pk`1Bkp0q,

and thus with (C.2),

Bk

´

p1´ pk`1q ¨Xk

¯

ě Bk

´

δk ¨Xk

¯

As Bkp.q is increasing, this implies

p1´ pk`1q ě δk. (C.3)

Similarly, the NC condition for country k ` 1 is

Bk`1

´

δk`1

´

p1´δkqXk`ek`1

¯¯

ě pk`1Bk`1pδk`1pXk`ek`1q

¯

`p1´pk`1qBk`1

´

δk`1ek`1

¯

(C.4)

Again, as the function Bk`1p.q is concave,

Bk`1ppk`1δk`1pXk ` ek`1q ` p1´ pk`1qδk`1ek`1

¯

ě pk`1Bk`1pδk`1pXk ` ek`1q

¯

`p1´ pk`1qBk`1

´

δk`1ek`1

¯¯

(C.5)

Let δ̄k be such that the bound in (C.4) is reached:

Bk`1

´

δk`1

´

p1´ δ̄kqXk ` ek`1

¯¯

“ pk`1Bk`1pδk`1pXk ` ek`1q

¯

`

p1´ pk`1qBk`1

´

δk`1

´

ek`1

¯¯

(C.6)
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(Notice that δk might depend on δk`1. However, it is always greater or equal to δk,

which does not depend on further negotiations downstream.) Combining (C.5) and

(C.6) gives

Bk`1ppk`1δk`1pXk ` ek`1q ` p1´ pk`1qδk`1ek`1

¯

ě pk`1Bk`1pδk`1pXk ` ek`1q

¯

` p1´ pk`1qBk`1

´

δk`1ek`1

¯¯

“ Bk`1

´

δk`1

´

p1´ δ̄kqXk ` ek`1

¯¯

.

As Bk`1p.q is increasing, this implies

pk`1δk`1pXk ` ek`1q ` p1´ pk`1qδk`1ek`1 ě δk`1

´

p1´ δ̄kqXk ` ek`1

¯

which is equivalent to

pk`1δk`1Xk ` pk`1δk`1ek`1 ` δk`1ek`1 ´ pk`1δk`1ek`1 ě δk`1Xk ´ δk`1δ̄kXk ` δk`1ek`1

which is equivalent to

δk`1δ̄kXk ě p1´ pk`1qδk`1Xk

which is equivalent to

δ̄k ě 1´ pk`1. (C.7)

Taking the two cases together, (C.3) and (C.7) give δk ď 1 ´ pk`1 ď δ̄k , implying

that δk ď δ̄k. �

Proof of Proposition 4.3.1
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The mechanism described in Section 4.3, is formally given in Appendix C1.

Proof.

First, we give a specific strategy profile, and verify that it is a SPE. Second, we show

that this is the unique SPE.

Consider the following strategy profile:

ρpkpXkq “ δk for all k “ 1, . . . , n´ 1, (C.8)

and for every k “ 2, . . . n,

ρrkpδk´1q “

$

&

%

A if δk´1 ď δk´1

R if δk´1 ą δk´1

(C.9)

We first show that this is a SPE. Obviously, the outcome according to this strategy

profile leads to proposals δk which are accepted by each downstream neighbour.

Starting from the most downstream pair of countries, rejection of any proposal δn´1 ě

δn´1 by country n, leads to warfare which gives country n the same payoff as accepting

the proposal. So, rejecting proposal δn´1 ě δn´1 is a best response for country n.

Accepting proposals δn´1 ď δn´1 gives country n at least as much as warfare, so

accepting is a best response.

For country n ´ 1, proposing δn´1 ă δn´1 also will be accepted, but results in a

lower payoff for country n ´ 1 by the benefit function being increasing. Proposing

δn´1 ą δn´1 will be rejected, which does not result in a higher payoff for country

n´ 1, since

p1´ pnqBpXn´1q ` pnBp0q ď Bpp1´ pnqpXn´1 ` pn ¨ 0q
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“ Bpp1´ pnqpXn´1qq ď Bpδn´1Xn´1q, (C.10)

where the first inequality follows from concavity, and the second inequality follows

from B being increasing and δn´1 ě 1´pn (see (C.7) in the proof of Proposition 3.1).

Thus, proposal δn´1 is a best response1 of country n ´ 1 to the acceptance strategy

of country n.

Going to the next pair of neighbouring countries, in its negotiation with country n´2,

country n´1 accepting the proposal δn´2 gives him the same payoff as warfare, given

that he comes to a bargaining agreement with country n. So, accepting proposal δn´2

is part of a best response for country n´ 1. Similar as above, proposing δn´2 is part

of a best response for country n´ 2. Continuing this reasoning inductively upstream

the river, in each stage it is a best response for country k` 1, to accept all proposals

smaller or equal to δk, and for country k to propose δk. This shows that the given

strategy profile is a SPE.

Next, we need to show that there is no other SPE in which either a proposal different

from δk, k “ 1, . . . , n´ 1 is accepted, or a country k “ 2, . . . , n rejects the proposal.

Suppose that ρ1 is another SPE.

It is easy to verify for country n, that in any SPE it should accept any proposal

δn´1 ă δn´1, and reject any proposal δn´1 ą δn´1. If δn´1 “ δn´1, then rejecting is

also a best response. (Above we already saw that in that case, accepting is a best

response.)

Suppose that ρ1 is such that ρ1rn pδn´1q “ R, so country n rejects the proposal δn´1.

Since every proposal δn´1 P pδn´1, δn´1q would be accepted by n, and gives n ´ 1

1As mentioned before, we are somewhat sloppy in terminology, speaking about best responses
even though this is not a full strategy of country n ´ 1. A full strategy includes the acceptance
strategy of country n´ 1 in its negotiations with country n´ 2.
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a higher payoff than proposal δn´1 (which would be rejected and result in war),

δn´1 ě δn´1 cannot be part of a SPE where country n rejects the proposal δ̄n´1. But

δn´1 ă δn´1 cannot be part of a SPE since then pδn´1 P pδn´1, δn´1q would also be

accepted and give a higher payoff for country n ´ 1. Concluding, in SPE, country

n must accept the proposal δ̄n´1. Then, country n ´ 1’s best response is to propose

δ̄n´1 since a proposal δn´1 ă δ̄n´1 will be accepted but give a lower payoff to country

n ´ 1 because of the increasing benefit function, and a proposal δn´1 ą δ̄n´1 will be

rejected and lead to a lower payoff. Thus, δn´1 ‰ δn´1 cannot be part of an SPE.

So, in every SPE, country n´ 1 makes proposal δn´1 which is accepted by country n.

Continuing by Backward Induction, assuming that every pair k, k`1, k “ 1, . . . n´1,

will agree on δk, we see that the strategy profile given by (C.8) and (C.9) is the only

SPE. �

Appendix C1: Mechanism of Section 4.3

First, the two most downstream countries n´ 1 and n bargain, and then sequentially

the countries bargain bilateral from downstream to upstream. Applying the ATS

principle, let at each stage country k “ n´1, . . . , 1 make a proposal to his downstream

neighbour k`1 (who thus already resolved his bargaining with country k`2)2 , which

country k` 1 can accept or reject. In case a pair of countries engages in warfare, this

war is fought after all negotiations are finished.3

2Note that k`2 does not exist when k “ n´1. In the following, we ignore bargaining with k`2
if k “ n´ 1.

3Because the negotiations are finished before the wars are ended, the full amount of water available
for country k, including what it obtained from its upstream neighbour (either by bargaining or by
warfare), is at stake in a water war.
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In case of acceptance in bilateral bargaining between country k “ 1, . . . n ´ 1

and country k ` 1, the payoffs, denoted by uAk and uAk`1 , are (where ubk and ubk`1 are

given by (4.2))

uAk “ ubk “ Bk

´

δkXk

¯

and4

uAk`1 “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

ubk`1 “ Bk`1

´

δk`1

´

p1´ δkqXk ` ek`1

¯¯

if k ` 1 agreed on δk`1 with its downstream neighbour k ` 2

p1´ pk`2qBk`1

´´

p1´ δkqXk ` ek`1

¯¯

` pk`2Bk`1p0q

if k ` 1 engaged in warfare with its downstream neighbour k ` 2,

(C.11)

In case of rejection in bilateral bargaining between country k “ 1, . . . n´1 and country

k ` 1, the payoffs, denoted by uRk and uRk`1, (where uwk and uwk`1 are given by (4.1)),

are

uRk “ uwk “ p1´ pk`1qBkpXkq ` pk`1Bkp0q

4Notice that, in the first stage of bargaining between countries n´ 1 and n, for country n there
is no bargaining with a downstream neighbour of n, and therefore the last case of disagreeing with
its downstream neighbour cannot occur. The same for (C.12).
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and

uRk`1 “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

uwk`1 “ pk`1Bk`1

´

δk`1

´

Xk ` ek`1

¯¯

` p1´ pk`1qBk`1

´

δk`1ek`1

¯

if k ` 1 agreed on δk`1 with its downstream neighbour k ` 2

p1´ pk`2q

´

pk`1Bk`1

´

δk`1

´

Xk ` ek`1

¯¯

` p1´ pk`1qBk`1

´

δk`1ek`1

¯¯

` pk`2Bk`1p0q

if k ` 1 engaged in warfare with its downstream neighbour k ` 2.

(C.12)

Formally, the mechanism looks as follows:

Stage 1: Set k “ n´ 1. Goto Step 1.

Step 1 Country n ´ 1 proposes δn´1 P r0, 1s to country n (meaning that it

offers country n a share p1´ δn´1q of the available amount of water Xn´1,

and keeps a share δn´1 for itself). Goto Step 2.

Step 2 Country n accepts or rejects the proposal.

If it accepts the proposal, then country n earns payoff given by the first

expression in (C.11).

If it rejects the proposal, then country n earns payoff given by the first

expression in (C.12). Goto Stage 2.

Stage n´ k ` 1, k P tn´ 1, . . . , 2u: Set k “ k ´ 1. Goto Step 1.

Step 1 Country k proposes δk P r0, 1s to country k ` 1 (meaning that it offers

its downstream neighbour k ` 1 a share p1 ´ δkq of the available amount

of water Xk, and keeps a share δk for itself.). Goto Step 2.
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Step 2 Country k ` 1 accepts or rejects the proposal.

(i) If k ` 1 accepts the proposal, and its proposal δk`1 to country k ` 2 in

Stage n ´ k is accepted, then country k ` 1 earns payoff as given by the

first expression in (C.11).

(ii) If k ` 1 accepts the proposal, and its proposal δk`1 to country k ` 2

in Stage n´ k is rejected, then country k ` 1 earns payoff as given by the

second expression in (C.11).

(iii) If k` 1 rejects the proposal, and its proposal δk`1 to country k` 2 in

Stage n ´ k is accepted, then country k ` 1 earns payoff as given by the

first expression in (C.12).

(iv) If k ` 1 rejects the proposal, and its proposal δk`1 to country k ` 2

in Stage n´ k is rejected, then country k ` 1 earns payoff as given by the

second expression in (C.12).

If k “ 1 then Stop.

Otherwise, Goto Stage n´ k ` 2.
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